
8 Representing Hellenistic Numidia, in Africa
and at Rome

ann kuttner

This essay probes complex visual culture in and about Numidia from the
second century BCE to the early first century CE, set in the contexts of the
HellenisticWest Mediterranean and of the reciprocal engagement of Numidia
and Rome.1 Although the rootword ‘Hellene’ in ‘Hellenistic’ poses problems,
the latter term has advantages (and no accepted synonyms) for all who are
currently trying to make Mediterranean studies consider all that zone’s peo-
ples, and their cultural, socio-political and religious interrelations. Because my
case-studies are about self-conscious visual artifice (‘Hellenistic art’) in the
service of socio-political meanings, the term Hellenistic usefully reminds that,
from at least the later fourth century onwards, splendour in an international
‘look of things’ cannot have been perceived as simplyGreek, because toomany
peoples had been using what seem to us Greek ‘styles’ for far too long for that
to have been the case in their impressions of one another.2

1 My profound thanks for unstinting critique to our scholar-editors, Jo Quinn and Jon Prag, andmy
co-authors for their critical engagement in our originating conferences. I am very grateful to
Bruce Hitchner for responses to several drafts. All flaws are my responsibility. Extremely synthetic
but necessarily brief, this chapter cannot systematically survey nor document all its frames of
reference, and bibliography is sadly abbreviated; readers should recur to ‘global references’ that
make portals into deep scholarship; I regret omitting so much important and current work, and
obvious comparanda. On the other hand, the chapter is also a project meant to suggest that
synthesising even ‘common knowledge’ across fields and disciplines, and easily accessible primary
evidence, can contribute to knowledge.

2 To sample the ‘Hellenistic’ look of things (since the 1980s an enormous field of study), see, for
sculpture, Smith 1991 (compactly) and (at great length) Ridgway 1990, 2000, 2002; Winter 2006
for architecture; overview across art, artifact and architecture, Pollitt 1986 and Onians 1979. We
need a book on Republican art; for now, and especially for the public displays here referenced:
briefly but tellingly Pollitt 1986; Strong 1988; Gruen 1992; and the exhibitions Kaiser Augustus
und die verlorene Republik of 1988 (hereafter Kaiser Augustus 1988) and L’età della conquista: il
fascino dell’arte greca a Roma of 2010 (hereafter L’età della conquista 2010). For Numidia,
fundamental remains the 1979 exhibition Die Numider (hereafter Die Numider 1979). There are
no reviews even partially systematic of fourth- to second-century west (or east) Phoenician art
and architecture. For history: on realities and affairs in the Numidian andMauretanian kingdoms,
with attention to the archaeology and, where relevant, Punic contexts, Storm 2001; Die Numider
1979; Coltelloni-Trannoy 1997; and for the Second Punic War era, Lancel 1998; affairs in
Numidia andMauretania in the first century BCE are accessible in the global Sulla bibliography at
n. 69. For the Roman Republican framework, its engagement with west and east Greeks and the
Diadoch eastern kingdoms, a good basic Anglophone portal to the evidence and to models for
interpreting it because of its Mediterranean overview is the work of Gruen, whether affirming or216
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Because the record of Republican art is limited, and the Numidian record
very small, a significant initial dossier is possible. The case-studies circle
temporally: from the Caesaro-Augustan period, Juba I’s age and immediate
aftermath, back to second-century Numidia, then forward again to just before
the epoch where I started; that project aims both to destabilise some master
narratives of Roman art history and expand Numidian ones. For historians
querying cultural self-assertion and intracultural optics, it is good to test
artifacts deliberately made to bear the weight of constructing Self and
Other. The evidence admits no question that the leaders of both Rome and
Numidia thus practisedKunstpolitik. ThoughNumidianmonumental art was
lacking until the second-century construction of the centralised kingdom
(for which see Quinn, Chapter 7 of this volume), its dynasts’ monuments
show no clumsiness in what we can call the international, Hellenistic mode of
elite visual artifice. That was also true of Carthage and the Libyo-Phoenician
sphere, Numidia’s mother-cultures by proximity, even if this brief essay
cannot, alas, do more than evoke that cosmopolitan landscape of what I will
broadly call a Punic cultural zone in western North Africa (by contrast to
more easterly Greco-Libyan Cyrene and Egypt); upon that zone, since the
fifth century, the Carthaginian Empire’s heartland and its sophisticated
capital naturally will have exerted significant force.

Painting the picture: Numidian princes and fatal banquets

It is 46 BCE, in Rome: Caesar celebrates a multiple triumph, for the
campaigns in which culminated his struggle to survive and dominate
other politician-generals in the penultimate Republican Civil War.3

Romans have lived bloody civil conflict for over two generations, but this
quadruple festival’s images of dying Roman enemies were unique. There
had been no representational delineation of that internecine strife in public
monimenta, nor would there be again, at least in the extant corpus, until
Constantine’s Arch depicted the assault on Italian cities and Maxentius’
Roman soldiers drowning in the Tiber. That makes Caesar’s picture of a
Romano-Numidian suicide pact of extreme import.

contesting models: 1984 and with a cultural optic added 1990 and 1992; see also the volumes of
the Cambridge Ancient History for the period (‘Hellenistic’ and ‘Republican’), and the
‘companions’ edited by Erskine 2003a and Bugh 2006a. For the Sullan era, see n. 69. For Caesar’s,
still superb and with fine documentation of art and patronage, Weinstock 1971.

3 Caesar’s triumph, diverse details: App. B Civ. 2.101; Flor. 2.13.88–9; Vell. Pat. 2.56; Quint. Inst.
6.3.61; Suet. Iul. 37–9, 49, 51; Plut. Caes. 55; Dio Cass. 43.19–21 and 40.41; Cic. Off. 2.28. Also
Livy, Per. 115; Plin. HN 19.144; Suet. Aug. 8.
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Two of the celebrations were for easily foreign wars, against Gauls and the
Pontic kingdom. Another, however, celebrated 47 BCE’s Battle of the Nile,
an intervention in that Successor kingdom’s civil wars, Caesar allied with his
successful claimant Cleopatra VII. No such easy assignment here of the
‘Other’ to lesser, enemy people. This triumph tacitly engaged Roman civil
conflict, too: Caesar could appear to avenge the murder by Cleopatra’s
brother of Roman Pompey, even though Pompey was his political enemy.
But Caesar’s fourth, African celebration openly discussed Roman interne-
cine killing along with foreign war. The simulacra of towns taken, their very
material symbolic (African ivory: Quint. Inst. 6.3.61; Vell. Pat. 2.56),
included many sites that the Roman ‘rebels’ defended. Numidia was nom-
inal enemy only because its king Juba I pledged his Roman fides to the
wrong side. Those ‘rebel’ legions had entrenched in North Africa as an
almost last redoubt. Now, many of their leaders were self-murdered; for the
Republican CivilWars’ closing phases saw a rash of Roman honour-suicides
such as Rome had never before witnessed. Caesar tried to give his Romans
the chance tomourn, in order to go forward in civil pax, advertising strongly
that he would not have had his peers die and that he would be no Sulla,
Marius or Cinna, quick to savage dissenters. As a means to that, his
unprecedented images honoured suiciding leaders’ ends as tragic, alongside
the typical exciting pictures of foreign enemies’ downfall. The crowd
responded as desired (and not, as many scholars posit, in disapproval):

He . . . presented in the processions . . . the individuals and all their sufferings by
means of statues and paintings – all except Pompey, whom alone he decided not to
portray, since Pompey was still much missed by all. The crowd, although feeling
intimidated, groaned at disasters to their own people, particularly when they saw
Lucius Scipio, commander-in-chief, stabbing himself in the chest and throwing
himself into the sea, Petreius committing suicide at his banquet, Cato rending
himself like a wild animal. But they exulted over Achillas and Pothinos [evil advisors
of Cleopatra’s brother, responsible for Pompey’s assassination], and laughed at the
rout of Pharnakes [of Pontos]. (App. B Civ. 2.101.)4

Caesar’s ‘Petreius committing suicide at his banquet’ documented a suicide
pact between Numidian king Juba I and the Roman ‘rebel’ general Petreius, in
Juba’s palace. Most scholarly citation is brief, and without Juba; none appraise

4 For the view that Caesar caricatured his enemies, and that Appian, though we know him
biased against Caesar, truthfully describes crowds angry at the suicide commemoratives, see e.g.
Holliday 1997: 145–6. Appian, like Livy interested in pictures, lets us compare prior images from
Pompey’s triumph of 61 (Mith. 117) – Mithridates’ suicide invited gloating response, but the
images of his children forced by him to die in the royal palace called for pity.
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its reconstructible contours. Greek Appian, our only extant source, his Roman
sources now lost, was solely concerned to denote Roman suicide. But Roman
word-pictures demonstrate that that joint death’s peculiar poignancy was that
it was jointly undertaken. There are two textual accounts: a death-duel, or
drinking poison together. It is perhaps more likely that the latter was painted,
since Roman and foreigner fighting would have resembled enemies not friends.
One saw then these sworn friends at a last meal in a country palace – a stage
adding special melodrama – where they had fled after their rout at Thapsus.
The picture begs consideration in the context of many important themes, not
least late Republican Roman nobles’ self-assimilation toHellenistic kings. But it
has not received the scholarly attention given to, for instance, Tiberius
Gracchus’ Second Punic War painting of 214 BCE (Livy 24.19), which was
similarly about amicitia and fides engaging Romans with foreigners, and
perhaps African ones at that, in a banquet context.5 The latter depicted
Beneventum’s rejoicing Greek citizens, delivered from Carthaginian attack,
giving the army a city-wide feast served and shared by rejoicing slave-soldiers
(volones) now freed for their service. Aptly made to grace the temple of
Freedom, libertas, the painting celebrated the value of loyalty from foreigners,
whether free or freed. Gracchus’ indentured forces, 8,000 strong, were enrolled
from a slave populationmuch dependent on Carthaginian slave trade to Rome,
and almost certainly contained very many North Africans; if such were
recognisably pictured, the Gracchan painted banquet would be especially
relevant to our picture’s complex evocations.6

Picturing Roman North African amicitia and fides, Caesar’s painting con-
soled those of Juba’s party still alive, as well as pro-Caesarian Numidians.
Petreius’ death was not mocked; so too the picture mourned the death of the
foreign king and all his Numidians who had been loyal to Rome, even if
misguidedly. For the stability of Rome’s Africa Caesar needed them as well as
Romans to heal communal psychological wounds. That aim is certified by the
way in which Caesar re-affirmed Juba I’s line. His baby son, later Juba II, was
carried in the procession (Plut. Caes. 55, App. B Civ. 2.101) as captive kings
ought to be, the living picture beside the father’s lifeless image: but Caesar thus
showed off the toddler as a rightful prince. Foreign hostages had been quar-
tered well before, but it must have startled Romans, and greatly pleased
Numidians, that Caesar then fostered in his own domus a Numidian prince-
ling, whom Octavian later raised like an adoptive half-brother.

Caesar bested Roman armies in Africa led by a Scipio desirous of the
stature of his assumed ancestors, the two Scipiones who had earlier beaten

5 Koortbojian 2002; Feldherr 1998: 34. 6 Palmer 1997: 28–9.
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Carthage. Caesar’s triumphal painting, I propose, recalled another painting,
about the first of those Africani, Scipio the Elder, a Numidian king as
(Scipio’s) bosom-friend, and suicide by poison in a palace. This was, I
suggest, a historical painting made for Africanus’ Carthaginian triumph of
201 BCE, now extant as replicated in two wall-paintings at Pompeii that
some have called ‘The Death of Sophonisba’.7 The situation is the reverse of
‘The Suicide of Petreius and Juba’: replicas show this painting’s appearance,
but no explanatory text survives. In Scipio’s triumph of 201, however,
Appian knew of enough paintings ‘of exploits in the war’ to remark this
special class of exhibits (Punika 66) and Polybius notes that Romans were
‘reminded vividly of their previous dangers by the actually present spectacle
of the procession’s displays’ (16.23). The ‘Third Style’ wall-paintings con-
sidered here (Figures 8.1 and 8.2) were made in or just after the age of
Augustus. The first was the back-wall showpiece of an important room off
the atrium at one of Pompeii’s architecturally grandest mansions, the
‘House of Giuseppe II’ (henceforth HG).8 Then someone of lesser means
emulated that mansion’s display at the ‘Casa del Fabbro’ (CdF), again as the
back-wall showpiece of a special room (8) off the atrium.9

HG (Figure 8.1) was taken from its wall, with many lower and upper
portions broken away, to the Bourbon royal collection, then moved again in
the nineteenth century to Naples’Museo Nazionale Archeologico. In the early
twentieth century it was removed to the basements, not much visited; after
being put on show as part of the landmarkDie Numider exhibition in Bonn in
1979, to the basements it returned, growing cobwebbed (I saw it). In 2010,
however, it was restored to the galleries, conserved; a museum handbook
published it for the first time in colour, if at a regrettably small scale.10

7 App. Pun. 65: Scipio’s triumph was ‘more glorious than that of any of his predecessors’; 66:
‘. . . Trumpeters led the advance, and wagons loaded with booty. Towers representing captured
cities were carried past, and pictures showing the exploits of the war . . . then [Punic war-]
elephants, and all the captured Carthaginian and [pro-Carthaginian] Numidian leaders.’

8 Naples MN inv. 8698; ‘picture’, H 78 x W 79 cm; total fragment with a portion of the surround,
W 1.12 m. Location: VIII.2.39, room m.

9 Location: I.10.7, room 8. The most recent description and discussion of the two paintings is
M. Roller 1996: 49–61 (HG, 49–52 and Fig. 8; CdF, 55–61). The chance to study the CdF’s details,
I owe to Matthew Roller’s gift of colour high-resolution shots. House, Allison 2004: s.v. ‘Casa del
Fabbro’; Ling and Ling 2004: 140–1 with b/w Fig., colour plate 22 (illustrated in tiny scale), as
Third Style (the first Anglophone historiography of the Death of Sophonisba replicas).

10 Bragantini and Sampaolo 2009: cat. 97, 248. The indispensable older b/w DAI negative
(D-DAI-ROM-53.631R) is reprinted at decently large scale in Die Numider 1979: 487, text 486;
for even better resolution at upper right, consult the negative online at the Arachne DAI image
web-bank, http://arachne.uni-koeln.de/item/marbilder/378407, Object 223398. The
nineteenth-century archaeologist Gell (1832) supplies our only notice of the whole salon’s
now-lost décor (3 and plate 3 to room m); Reinach 1922: 221 no. 3 redrew the image. Ling and
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Ironically, the now-deplored strategy of removing a ‘picture’ from its painted
wall saved the surfaces of HG. CdF, left uncared for in situ, is sadly degraded,
though its intact composition fills lacunae in HG (Figure 8.2).

Here is that primary replica (Figure 8.1): a palatial, suicidal symposium
ironically overseen by a statue of Dionysus, a second now-blurred statue at

Figure 8.1 ‘Death of Sophonisba’, Third Style (later first century BCE – early first
century CE); from Pompeii, Casa di Giuseppe II (VIII.2.39), now Naples, Museo
Archeologico inv. 8968. For colour version see plate section.

Ling 2004: 140–1 gives bibliography (without Gell). It was excitedly discussed as Sophonisba
from the 1860s up to Elia 1934. For the architecture of the multi-storey house and gardens
(ground floor level, c. 850 m sq.), Mazois’ graphics are unsurpassed (1824–38: II, 73, pl. 74); see
Allison 2004: s.v. ‘Casa di Giuseppe II’ for archaeology and historiography. Mau called the décor
Fourth Style; consideration of Gell’s drawing, and of the ornamental surround’s scant remains
indicates, to me, rich Third Style (Augustan).
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far right.11 A couch holds centre foreground; on it recline, from viewer’s
right to left, a markedly dark brown, fine-boned prince, his white-skinned
queen nestled in his arm; purple mantle and pale diadem-like ribbon denote
his status. That mantle rests along his consort’s lower body, setting off her
regally golden wrap and parti-coloured purple underrobe with white bodice,
and some blue below. Greco-Roman painting made men brown, women
and children pale. Two devices emphasise here that the prince’s skin is
distinctively dark: the contrast to the ordinary ruddy-brown skin of the
males at the couch’s foot, and the iteration in the deep brown skin of the

Figure 8.2 ‘Death of Sophonisba’, Third Style (later first century BCE – early first
century CE); at Pompeii, Casa del Fabbro (I.10.7). For colour version see plate section.

11 Typically for Roman painted replica series of multi-figure narratives, the CdF secondary replica
altered background architecture, while keeping figure groupings, significant furnitures, and
speaking polychromies intact; out came Dionysus’ statue, perhaps wall-painter’s gloss in the
first place.
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maid huddling with a white-skinned fellow handmaid on the couch’s far
side. The white girl faces away from the protagonists, in profile; the dark girl
peers, face in three-quarter view, to stare at her ‘white’ mistress’ features.
Thus, the pair of maids mirrors the dark/light couple, and complements the
dark/light male protagonists’ exchanged gaze (below).

Three other figures cluster around the couch’s foot. Clad only in a
kilt-like wrap, its purple-red colour befitting regal service, a tall servant
(far left) attends the couple, holding the tray (on it, food untouched) with
which he brought the queen’s wine cup to that couch from which he now
stands back. His fine-boned features and lanky physique are those of the
prince, but not of the third male, who moves in from the left. This intruder,
dressed like a Roman officer (red-purple paludimentum (commander’s
cloak), caligae (boot-sandals)), stops almost dead at the couch’s foot.
He locks eyes with the prince, who lifts his face towards the visitor: that
confrontation is the pictorial action. By contrast to the idealised, fine-boned,
youthful faces of the other males, the painter denoted a verist type, or even a
portrait – balding, fleshy, irregularly featured, almost snub-nosed, heavily
jowled. Finally, on the couch’s near side squats, half-kneeling, a boy servant,
face turned to us, with a large unidentifiable object: the CdF composition
explains the HG trace of his wrapped derrière.

Staging matters. A tall metal candelabrum shaft, symbolically lacking a lit
lamp, rises at the couch’s head. CdF shows what leant against it inHG: a big
round war-shield – obviously the prince’s. Icon of his heroic regality, it is
also a narrative marker, in conjunction with the officer shown at left: a
temporal location within a war. But the shining centrepoint of the picture is
a large silver handleless drinking cup (a good fourth- to second-century
profile), now drained, upheld in the queen’s right palm. Her right elbow is
braced on her left thigh, but her head slumps, eyes closing, and her upper
body begins to fall forward helplessly. The image communicates clearly: she
loses consciousness because of what she drank.

The first nineteenth-century commentators excitedly recognised the
grand mansion’s painting as the suicide of the Carthaginian noblewoman
Sophonisba, in the palace of her new-wedded husband King Massinissa of
Numidia, passionate both in love for her and in friendship with Scipio
Africanus the Elder, his ally against Carthage, their amicitia and
Massinissa’s fides exemplary in the Roman tradition. Educated on Greek
and Roman texts (see below), and inheriting centuries of visual, dramatic
and musical authors’ fascination by the Punic princess’ travails,
nineteenth-/early twentieth-century commentators knew it as a setpiece of
ancient historians; the story would have been obvious too to any Roman
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with the historical interests that cultured persons like the HG mansion’s
owner were supposed to have.12 By the mid-twentieth century, however,
only specialists remembered the painting; eventually most moved it to
the category of banquet-art’s generic scenes. Although the 1979 Die
Numider exhibition retrieved its historical character, no review of Roman
history-painting of at least the last fifty years mentions it.13 Now the new
Naples handbook (Bragantini and Sampaolo 2009) and Ling’s and Ling’s
2004 study of the insula of the House of Menander (reviewing the literature)
at least rebroadcast the proposition that this replica series is historical,
whether depicting Sophonisba or Cleopatra.14

Briefly, Sophonisba was betrothed to young Massinissa to bind the
Numidian leader to Carthage, whose empire depended on the military support
of the various Numidian states. Carthage cancelled the betrothal for what
seemed a better political move, marrying her to Syphax, another Numidian
prince. He broke with Rome, while irate Massinissa joined its cause. Towards
the end of the Second Punic War, Sophonisba deserted Syphax for Massinissa
at his palace at Cirta; he eagerly married her –without telling Scipio.When the
Roman command learnt of the marriage, afraid of charismatic Sophonisba
pullingMassinissa to the Carthaginian side, Scipio despatched to the palace the

12 This curtly distills ongoing work on the Sophonisba paintings and texts, and their Roman,
Hellenistic, Punic, Numidian contexts, historical and cultural. Analogies drawn here to Attalid
victory art are part of ongoing work (meanwhile see Kuttner 1997) about artistic convergence
and gift-exchange between Attalid Pergamon and Rome – including master-painters gifted to
Africanus’ brother Lucius Scipio for his triumph’s paintings (Livy 39.22.9–10). Texts: Dio Cass.
17.50, App. Pun. 27, Zonar. 9.13, and, coeval to or older thanHG, Livy 29.33, 30.13–15 (30.15 the
dramatic crux). Relevant are lost second- and first-century sources for them all:Wiseman 1998: 2
and 4 cites nineteenth-century theories that Scipio staged a triumph history play, toga praetexta,
incorporating the episode. The limited historical work on Sophonisba (Sophoniba, Sofoniba)
focuses on Livy, and other authors, as literary constructs, with an interest in the influence of the
Cleopatra mythos (for instance, Moscovich 1997; Haley 1989; Toppani 1977–8). Historians of
Massinissa at this crux typically evade discussing Sophonisba.

13 State of the field accessible via Holliday 1997 and 2002. For textually attested paintings superb is
Feldherr 1998; handbook access, Pollitt 1986.

14 See n. 10. Elia 1955 suggested Cleopatra, but see Ling and Ling’s 2004 critique (at 141); I add,
regarding ‘race’, that an Antony would not have been tagged relative to the image’s other
Roman general as dark-skinned like that ‘ethnic’maid. Bragantini and Sampaolo 2009 back Elia,
because (sic) the woman is too mature to be Sophonisba. They evidently mean her plumpness of
body and face, but Roman art did not tag advancing female years with a heavy-set body; it is
obvious that pulchritude suffers from this wall-painter’s clumsiness at foreshortening of face and
cleavage. These authors’ ‘Antony’ is slim and youthful vs. the balding middle-aged Roman at left;
yet it would make no sense that the artist make his lover look markedly older. M. Roller 1996
discusses the replica series as imaging luxurious dining, eschewing a choice between generic and
historical narrative; but, noting the ‘specificity’ of heterodox details (somewhat as I do) he leaves
to his Roman diners the option for seeing ‘learned historical narration’ either of Sophonisba or
Cleopatra.
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demand that Sophonisba be handed over and the marriage annulled. Prince
and princess were desperate that she avoid the shame of imprisonment and
parade in triumph.Massinissa was caught between human pietas to wife and to
friend, fides to personal and (as king) political morality. Powerless to keep her
physically safe, he could only help her to die – a classic Punic honour-suicide,
like that of her brother Hannibal, self-poisoned c. 183 BCE to escape imprison-
ment, and of Hasdrubal’s wife in 146.15 As the painting stresses, he gave her
poison to drink, as lover shares wine with beloved. Not for nothing is her dying
posture the same evocative sweep of arms and slumping head, in a husband’s
grasp, as the ideally featured wife of the craggy-faced Gallic chieftain in the
famous late third-century Attalid victory group on Pergamon’s citadel, who
has given his wife the gift of escape from capture by stabbing her before killing
himself.16 Massinissa, defiantly giving Sophonisba royal burial, was devastated
by grief (and, surely, by wounded dignitas, a sense of Roman betrayal): awe-
struck at the honourable extremes to which Sophonisba and Massinissa went,
seeing that corpse, Scipio with senatorial approval rewarded and consoled his
friend’s fides with the unprecedented award to an alien of consular regalia.

This summary distils from the texts, which handle diversely especially
the last, most intimate events. The painting is parallel discourse, which
brilliantly uses familiar visual codes and ironises standard banquet group-
ings to convey the essence of events, identities and personae with the forced
physical juxtapositions and temporal elisions we know well in Hellenistic
Greek history-painting (like the fourth-century Battle of Alexander and
Darius, found at the House of the Faun in Pompeii in a mosaic replica of

15 Like Sophonisba, Hasdrubal’s wife fascinated Roman imaginations: to escape capture, and
shame her husband for tamely surrendering, she leapt from the roof of the burning Temple of
Eshmun into the flames with her two young children (a deliberate elaboration of Punic ritual
child-sacrifice); Dio Cass. 21.30, Flor. 1.31, App. Pun. 131, and moral exempla in Val. Max. 3.2.
ext.8, Jer.Adv. Iovinian. 1.43. To Carthaginians themost potent suicide (after that of the heroised
founder Dido/Elissa) was that of fifth-century Hamilcar, who threw himself into flames after
losing the battle of Himera, and was heroised posthumously by Carthage, Hdt. 7.165–7. Bode
2001: 66–71 contextualises this in Punic and also west Greek practice and beliefs. There is much
to be done with the fact of, and the Greco-Roman admiration for female honour-suicides, in the
Hellenistic centuries – admiration often directed to non-Greek and non-Roman women.

16 The careful copy now in the Palazzo Altemps is quickly accessible as Pollitt 1986: 84-9,
Fig. 86; on Eumenes II’s associated ‘long base’ monument on Pergamon’s acropolis, Kuttner
2001: 163. For the posture of a dying/dead beloved slumping with prolapsed arm, and would-be
protector whose (lunging) body strains upright, staring for whomever might seize that body: the
‘Pasquino Group’ replicas of a third-/second-century Pergamene paradigm (sometimes
Odysseus rescuing Patroklos body at Troy, Pollitt 1986: 118, Fig. 119); replicas of Achilles with
dead/dying Penthesilea, a fourth-century pictorial composition made sculptural in the second/
first centuries BCE, Ridgway 1990: 281–3, Pl. 139.
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c. 150 BCE) and in Roman so-called historical relief (like the so-called ‘Altar
of Domitius Ahenobarbus’ census relief, c. 125–70 BCE).
I back the first commentators: this is the ‘Death of Sophonisba’. It is

neither a generic banquet scene, an unspecified ‘myth’, nor Cleopatra’s
suicide. The aulic, portentous depiction is not drunken cavorting in a
mediocre setting like every ordinary banquet-piece. Nomythological, rather
than historical, story extant in Roman art makes protagonists bald, except
the occasional very old man, Silenus or philosopher; no known wall-
painting of the Republic and early Empire configures mythical figures as
Roman imperatores. No legend, history, or myth Greek or Roman accounts
for a ‘black’, diademed prince, or for his wedded princess with a ‘black’
African entourage and thus also from a people prepotent in Africa. No
known ‘genre scene’ has ‘black’ servants, either.
The unique emphasis upon apposition of very dark and lighter races is

clearly meant to help place the story. So is the moment, clear to read: African
and Roman commanders in fraught communion, the temporal crux the
prince’s physically cherished African consort dying by means of a significant
drink. It is historiographically interesting that all who want this to be a myth,
or simply about a drunk lady (to which the regal and warlike thematics ill
suit), close their eyes to the pictorialisation, unparalleled in extant art, of racial
difference between ‘light-skinned’ Greeks/Romans and darker indigenous
dynasts and followers in Africa. The African heroine’s ‘Greco-Roman’
white-skinned and ovoid face (the replicator botched the foreshortening) is
a well-known convention in ‘ethnic images’ of (legendary) history, Punic and
otherwise; in any case, Punes were not tagged as ‘dark people’.17

The picture is likely to effectively if unrealistically show Scipio
(not Laelius or a stray officer-agent) come to confront Massinissa and an
inimical Sophonisba, only to meet instead a grieving husband, a bravely
dying wife.18 A triangle of national prides, and of two personal affectional
bonds up against politically grounded enmity, is clear. Carthage in the body
of Sophonisba dies and Rome will live (gender studies, take note), because of
Massinissa’s choice of which empire to make or break. The Punic enemy’s

17 Compare: in the same insula of the House of Menander as the CdF and elsewhere, Punic (white)
Dido in her palace room, meditating suicide as Aeneas’ ship sails away, with her sister Anna,
and personified Africa – sometimes, dark-skinned, black-haired (Ling and Ling 2004: 123–4, Pl.
94, 108); Alexander encountering fair Roxanne in generic Greco-Roman dress, by contrast to
her dark Sogdian bodyguard, their ethnic costume authentically configured as Iranian-style,
Fourth Style painting paraphrasing an earlier Hellenistic original –House of the Golden Bracelet,
Pompeii (Stewart 1993: 186–7, colour Pl. 6-7, Fig. 59–60).

18 Many attempt to identify portraits of the Scipiones Africani in Republican-Augustan gems and
sculpture; I avoid the issue.
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downfall is handled sympathetically, in keeping with then ‘modern’ second-
century Attalid-inspired modes of conquest art. Marital love, sexual mor-
ality and patriotism choosing death over dishonour: this admiring, pitying
visual appraisal would have seemed as awe-inspiring as stories of early
Republican heroes who honourably kill themselves and kin, often with a
sexualised twist (Lucretia, Horatius ready to kill a sister, Verginia’s murder
by protective father). Even the pro-Sophonisbans, as it were, skipped the
implications of a replica series; but if I am correct, Romanists gain the only
triumphal narrative-painting we can truly glimpse. Massinissa and his
entourage certainly accompanied Scipio’s 201 BCE return to Rome for a
triumph. Such an image would, as had the consular regalia, reward
Massinissa and bolster his throne at Rome and in Numidia. First to unite
the Numidian confederation, he there needed strengthening; Numidian
eyes could be pleased by how Scipio tried to make Rome value their king,
their people, while Massinissa gained stature with them.

The paradigm behind the replicas had little reason to be invented
two centuries later. But for the ‘Third-style’ viewers’ comprehension, it
matters that Augustan Livy gave the largest, most theatrical account of the
tale (30.13–15) and that Augustan-Tiberian Valerius Maximus esteemed
the suicides of Punic noblewomen (like Hasdrubal’s wife at Africanus the
Younger’s sack of Carthage, above). Many remark the shadows of Cleopatra
and Antony, Vergil’s Dido (Ling and Ling’s bibliographic review, 2004:
140–1); for the Third-style era, add the atmosphere of Carthage’s resurrec-
tion as Roman colony, Juba II’s celebrity at Rome and the enduring fasci-
nation of the Scipiones Africani. It interests in this context that CdF put a
beard on HG’s shaven prince, who better fits accounts of a young, ardent
Massinissa; I think that the Petreius painting of the heavily bearded Juba
(we have his likeness on coins, in statuary), or other accounts of him and
Numidian kings’ typical beards, inflected the second version.

Historical wall-painting is rare in the Campanian domestic corpus,
pre-79 CE, but it exists. Never forget that we have lost ‘free’ painting almost
entirely; history-in-the-house, contemporary and ‘ancient’, is documented
in many media by literary texts and by remains from the second century
BCE to Late Antiquity, empire-wide.19

19 Synthesis lacks. Very briefly, temporally relevant are, besides examples in my text, the early
second-century reliefs about contemporary wars at Fregellae (n. 62); the fourth-century ‘Alexander
andDarius’ painting asmosaic replica at Pompeii’s House of the Faun of c. 150–130BCE, Pompeii’s
biggest house, certainly known to our owners – like the public spoliations from Dion to Rome by
Metellus Macedonicus of Alexander’s history art (Lysippos’ ‘Granikos Group’), it glosses
participation/interest in the second-century Macedonian Wars; and several pieces of Augustan
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HG’s owner lived on a grand enough scale to aspire to imitate patrician
houses, like the Tusculan villa where Sulla kept a painting of himself receiving
the Grass Crown at Nola, which Cicero owned by buying that house (Pliny,
HN 22.12)! For the many attested paintings for Republican generals our
randomly preserved texts only sometimes name a subsequent dedication at
a sanctuary; but those which did not last at a temple surely cannot have been
destroyed. If so, then they entered generals’ houses; we know well that the
aristocracy displayed triumphalist tokens at vestibule and in atrium. Houses
for our Scipio to show the replicas’ source include his new Liternum villa
visited even by Imperial tourists, the clan horti in Rome, or the Tivoli domus
of the Africani (owned by Antony, then Augustus).20 Elite Numidians, in the
Scipionic clientela and visiting Rome after, will hardly not have known of a
Scipionic ‘Massinissa and Sophonisba’, and at least sometimes wished to see
in it how history made in Numidian palaces won Rome an empire.

Arming Numidia’s heights: the dynastic panoply monuments
at Chemtou and Kbor Klib

My posited painting of Massinissa giving up his wife for Rome was art
about Numidia, partly for Numidians, but by foreigners. Now let us turn to
royal Numidia’s own visual discourse, which surfaces for us in a later, second-
century era of Massinissa and his successors (below). The cryptic, sacro-
political peak-monuments of Chemtou (Simitthus) (Figures 8.3–8.8) and
Kbor Klib (KK, Figures 8.9–8.11) are spectacular centrepieces to studies of
the material visual splendour of the second-century kingdom of Numidia.
My target is their relief decoration, their costume of political, economic,
societal vigour, stature, strength, whether real or only imputed. That magnif-
icence induces societal aquiescence to power and useful esteem from Others
was a conscious awareness in the big world of cultivated appearances into
which Massinissa ushered Numidia. How successfully our monuments met
the criteria of Mediterranean high culture is evident in how easily they enter

silver in the Vesuvian Boscoreale hoard, Kuttner 1995; Baratte 1986 (deeds of Augustus, Tiberius
and Drusus on two cups; Augustan victory compositions on two jugs referencing Naulochos,
Actium, andArmenia; its setpiece Africa dish interests here, too). The less-grand (as theCdF owner
was) could aspire to the way that the nobiles kept triumphalist displays in vestibule and atrium: an
early first-century BCE vestibule (I. VII.7) was clumsily painted with an equestrian charge against
Spartacus (war of 73–71 BCE; inscribed in Oscan with the name Spartacus, Cooley and Cooley
2004: cat. B14a–b, 21f, Pl. 2.1; Maiuri 1939: 5 and Fig. 5b).

20 Ideology of elite domus display: Wiseman 1987. Liternum: Sen. Ep. 95.72.3; D’Arms 2003;
Bodel 1997: 1–2, with the Porta Capena horti. Tibur: Cic. Phil. 5.7.19; Suet. Aug. 72; briefly,
Kuttner 2003: 148 n. 160.
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our discussions of it. Only dynasts could have permitted and co-ordinated the
subvention for these sites: they therefore spoke to Numidians about what
kingship meant in Numidia, as well as about the collective the king ruled.
Sanctuaries, palaces and civic/mercantile spaces must have been made splen-
did as well: but save for sparse remains from Juba II’s first-century CE
Cherchel, we have little beyond occasional footprints in plan, or architectural
fragments, and nothing of their elaboration by art.21 Intended to impress in
their own time, the mountain-markers now carry an enormous burden of
documentation. However my synthetic effort succeeds, I hope two things

Figure 8.3 Chemtou/Simitthus, Numidian royal monument, schematic montage
which illustrates the distribution of and suggests spectators’ angle views for the front
and side friezes of cavalrymen’s round figural shields and their cuirasses, and the back
frieze of infantrymen’s long oval ribbed shields and their cuirasses.

21 Reviewed in D. Roller 2003: 119–33, moving on from there to other cities and sites.
A possible monument of the scale and type ofKK and Chemtou at Althiburos: Kallala et al. 2008:
98–100, compared at 100.
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change the discussion. One is to emphasise how these monuments address
Numidians. The other is to draw us away from questions that the extant
evidence will never completely answer – exactly Who, When, Why – into
exploringWhat we can say about an artifact, a site, in despite of such ignorance.

Figure 8.4 Chemtou/Simitthus, Numidian royal monument, front and back elevations.
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These wide bulks are building-sized models of buildings, articulated
by fictional, relief-cut architectural members as two-story edifices with
important doors. Chemtou’s central portal leads nowhere; at enormously
wide Kbor Klib (KK) there were complex arrangements for inner chambers,
stairs and rooftop aediculae. Relief friezes of armour – cuirasses and

Figure 8.5 Chemtou/Simitthus, Numidian royal monument, the extant figural shields:
Hercules’ club, winged thunderbolt, eye, Medusa-aegis, snake and flaming (?) torch,
pacing feline. This montage (author) excerpts elevations by Rakob in Die Numider (in
which the Artemis shield for Kbor Klib was added erroneously); the actual order of the
shield slabs is unknown.

Figure 8.6 Chemtou/Simitthus, Numidian royal monument, relief fragments: figural
shield with eye and fragment of the entablature’s laurel-branch garland.
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shields – ringed both. Since Chemtou preserves more of an organic pro-
gramme of figuration, on a structure that can be well understood, it is the
focus of my primary analysis, whose propositions are to varying degrees
extended to KK’s limited fragmentary record.
At Chemtou we see the illusion of a colonnaded gallery crowned by solid

masonry, articulated with angle piers. Over the walls’ high wainscoting, under
an entablature frieze of laurel, circled the armours. The laurel branches’ regular
zig-zag was at once a novel moulding and a denotation of leaf-sprays cut for
ritual, legible in both Punic-zone and Greco-Roman visual dialects: it crowns
Chemtou for victory like the sacral-triumphal laurel wreaths worn by
Massinissa and Micipsa on their coins.22 The seductive visual interest, though,
is that on the front and ends: round shields make an image gallery one circles
the monument to see, with a different pictorial blazon on each imitating cast,
carved and applied metal relief and repoussé. No other Hellenistic-era, public,
sculpted armament frieze proposes such a kaleidoscopic image-within-image
display but that here, atKK, and their cousin inRome, the SanOmobono reliefs.

Figure 8.7 Chemtou/Simitthus, Numidian royal monument, relief fragment: shield
‘covered’ by aegis bearing a Medusa head.

22 Fundamental: Rakob 1979: 120–9 (Chemtou-Simitthus: Figs. 30-2, drawings; 34, sphinx capital;
35, lintel detail with solar disk; 36–41, 46 (mislabeled as KK), armour details; 42, Doric entablature
fragment); 129–32 (KK: esp. Fig. 44–5, elevation det. and plan; 47, cuirass relief). See also Polito
1998: 40–1; Storm 2001; and cross-references in Ferchiou’s 1991 masterwork on KK.
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Several features govern this discussion. Firstly, the front and back
marshalled two parts of one force, their collaboration a significant point.
Most discussion concentrates on the more ‘artistically’ interesting shield-
reliefs, front and sides; less attention is paid to the less pictorialised back.
Many illustrate the monument only with a three-quarter view (front, one
short end) of the model made for the show Die Numider, that hides the
back, as Rakob’s diagrammatic scheme does not. A row of tall, narrow,

Figure 8.8 (a) Chemtou/Simitthus, Numidian royal monument, relief fragment: shield
with undulating serpent across flaming upright object (torch?), other details unclear.
(b) Chemtou/Simitthus, Numidian royal monument, relief fragment: shield with winged
thunderbolt.
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oval, centrally ribbed infantry body-shields guards the rear; contrasting
meaningfully, in an angle view of the back and ends, round, pictorialised
cavalry shields govern the other three sides (Figure 8.3). The interspersed
cuirasses varied accordingly, one kind for infantry, another for cavalry.
Squared neckholes are cut deep, for inserted spurs (metal has been

Figure 8.9 Kbor Klib, Numidian royal monument, alternative elevations.

Figure 8.10 Kbor Klib, Numidian royal monument, montage (author) of figural shields
using reconstructive and documentary drawings of Ferchiou 1991: Figs. 20, 14 (long
shield and (?) arrows), 22 (laurel rim), 47 (lion attacking animal). The actual order of the
shields is unknown. For the Artemis shield see Figure 8.11.
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suggested): that may mean that helmets in metal were propped upon
them, as for painted panoplies in fourth-century Macedonian burial
chambers.23

I stress that these are Numidians’ shields. They have been called booty,
i.e. formal variants of Greco-Roman ‘arms reliefs’ in the tradition of the
stunning reliefs of captured tumbled armour and all kinds of fragmented
military technology from second-century Pergamon. But there was another
kind of Hellenistic-era shield frieze, orderly, by our epoch inserting some-
times stake-supported cuirasses (as here) to denote the patrons’ panoply
(below): not booty, it showcased local power with local weaponry to local
viewers. Scholars suggesting booty-display according to a genre known for
verism have, indeed, been baffled by the lack of any exact match – especially
for the contour of the long shields –with extant actual and imaged shields of

Figure 8.11 Kbor Klib, Numidian royal monument, relief fragment: shield with
‘Artemis’ bust with quiver and wave-pattern rim decoration, with sword or (as in
Figure 8.10 after Ferchiou) swords behind the shield.

23 Inserts, Rakob 1979: 125. Compare matched helmet-crowned cuirass panoply pair at Lefkadia’s
painted Tomb of Lyson and Kallikles in Macedon (c. 325–200 BCE), as if for the clan ‘cohort’
buried here. Depicted as sitting on a shelf, they flank a nailed-up Macedonian patterned
shield, two greaves below, the whole framed by suspended sheathed swords and, each side, a
different helmet type (Miller 1993; Polito 1998: 73–6 and Figs. 3–4).
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any important foe Numidia could have had. But if instead we query their
local legibility, explanatory Numidian artifacts of the second century BCE
are at hand: from the sanctuary of El Hofra, at the royal city of Cirta,
arms and armour stelai depict our ribbed long oval shield;24 and, as in
contemporary ‘vernacular’ sandstone rider reliefs, our round shield
(Figure 8.12).25 Unknown elsewhere in the Mediterranean, its hallmark
is a wide round raised central element, too large to call a ‘boss’, like a

Figure 8.12 Votive stelai with arms reliefs, El Hofra sanctuary, Cirta, Constantine
Museum, second century BCE: (a) 0.57 x 0.185 m, of Himilk son of Baalsillek, to Baal
Ammon (sic) and Tinit – sheathed sword upright, long oval shield with central rib with
slight enlargement as central boss, inscription in sunken field; (b) 0.31 x 0.185 m, of the
‘commandant’ Abdashtart son of Masop to [deities, names lost], sheathed sword and
short spear crossed with two long lances behind long oval shield with central rib with
slight enlargement with two projections as central boss and, propped atop shield,
bowl-helmet with pointed upper knob and projecting rim, inscription in sunken field; (c)
0.48 x 0.19 m, of Arish son of Labi to Baal Hammon, sheathed sword with ornamental
hilt behind round shield with a large round centre raised high in flattened bulge, and
long staff with crowning knob (staff or sceptre) at right leaning against the shield,
inscription in sunken field. Inscriptions are not shown on the drawings.

24 Die Numider 1979: dark limestone stelai from El Hofra (on which see 117–18, with bibl.), all
Constantine Museum; 548–9 Pl. 91.1 = (a) in Figure 8.12; Pl. 91.2 = (b) in Figure 8.12; discussion
of inscriptions at 109.

25 Die Numider 1979: from El Hofra, 550–1 Pl. 92.1 = (c) in Figure 8.12; discussion of inscription
at 109–10. The red sandstone rider stelai: 580–1, colour Pl. 107, the famous stela of Birgudul,
from Abizar (Algiers, Mus. Nat.; Quinn, Chapter 7 in this volume, Fig. 7.18), mounted warrior,
upper body confronting with right hand raised in prayer, left arm extended displaying our round
shield, behind it (clutched) three lances; a tiny figure stands on the horse’s rump, holding thick
shaft with knobbed end (club or sceptre); 582–3 Pl. 108.2, as the Abizar stela but incised not
relief-cut, round shield with two (clutched) lances, from Thinesouin (Algiers, Mus. du Bardo).
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flattened bun with plump bulging edges – a profile demarcated at Chemtou
with exaggerated care. To combine this visual data with that quality
‘our arms’ (not ‘enemy arms’) embodied in other Hellenistic
Mediterranean shield and cuirass reliefs, assures that both shield types
seemed veristically Numidian. Where fantasy may enter is that the cavalry
shields’ squashed bun-shape is much widened compared to that of the stelai,
whether artistic license permitting a bigger pictorial field for the carved
emblems, or perhaps veristically as a more elegant metal-version of a
padded leather construction.

Shadows cast by harsh sun outlined those shapes even afar and
from below, while light flashed on metal cuirass-stakes (and propped
helmets?), and the marble shone like gold. The monument invited
pilgrimage up a holy mountain and, once there, perambulation to see
the detail. Pilgrimage honoured the army, among other things: homoge-
nous elite footmen, holding the back of aristocratic crack cavalry with
their personalised combat or parade shields. The images propose that all
wear central-issue, modern cuirasses (leather and padded linen, originally
Greco-Macedonian, widespread in the Hellenistic world); that message
should fascinate when explaining how the second-century dynasts welded
the tribes together, like the earlier Argeads of Macedon (Philip II who
took over the supply of now-standardised armament to his previously
self-armed forces).

Where does so much armour hang on walls, but in armouries, and
aristocratic halls?26 Where do bodyguards flank their king’s door, but at
palaces? (To our knowledge regional sanctuaries were not (much) hung
with armour or arms; we lack evidence that it was the common practice of
North African and Phoenician peoples that it was for Greeks and Italic
peoples.) Guardians within architectural members cohere: sphinxes glare
atop framing piers, kneeling Egyptian-prince figures gazing from the lintel’s
ends flank an enormous, Egyptianising winged solar disk and its rearing
uraeus snakes, surely as in Egypt emblem of protector sky god, and a
talisman to national or royal potency as on some Carthaginian, then
Numidian coins.27

26 Think of the (re-erectable) Festival Pavilion of Ptolemy II, early third century (276–270
BCE), ‘Macedonian shields of gold and silver in alternation’ above the interior’s lower
colonnade displays, which were pictorialised military costume, ‘very beautiful soldiers’
cloaks (chlamydes), woven with portraits of the kings or with stories’ (Kallixeinos,
ap. Athenaios 5.196a).

27 Alexandropoulos 2000; Mazard 1955; convenient is Head 1887.
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For KK, Ferchiou’s reconstruction dominates.28 The reliefs decorated the
crowning courses of the tiered structure’s podium (Figures 8.9–8.10). As at
Chemtou, some alternate a plain body cuirass and oval shield (tilted, to fit
into the squared slab format); others alternate sashed officers’ cuirasses and
blazoned round shields edged with ‘Greek’ and also not-Greek mouldings –
some (i.e. laurel) iconic (Figure 8.10). Ferchiou assumed that, as at Chemtou,
one class of shield took up each long face; alternative dispositions are possible.
Sometimes further armament hung behind the shields, as on the stelai: a pair
of sheathed swords with eagle-head hilts behind a round shield with Artemis
(Figures 8.10–8.11), and, behind an oval one, something multiplex and much
broken, probably a quiver of arrows denoting those Numidian archers who
were to be employed as Roman auxiliaries (Figure 8.10).29

The column rhythm of both monuments emphasised the taxis of body
armour, metonymic of ordered military bodies and social order. If correctly
reconstructed (Figure 8.3), the Chemtou series was livened by that align-
ment’s careful staggering: that is, vertical axes set by columns above never
collide with the vertical axes, the centre-points, of the objects below, nor do
they align with the centre-point of the interstice between objects. That aims
at a subliminal effect of cycling tiers, as it were; it is as if we heard a
vigorous backbeat rhythm, 5/7, not strict 4/4 time. This is not a mishand-
ling of the canonic Greek symmetric alignments for stacked colonnades,
where columns align between levels on vertical axes. Architectural histor-
ians know the strategy as a signal contribution of fourth- and early third-
century Macedonian designers, for big multi-storey façades with galleries:
Macedonians’ real and imaged noble/regal dwellings, their echo in tomb
façades and the wall formats of congregational sanctuary halls.30

28 Ferchiou 1991 ismaster reference for sondage and structural archaeology; the late andmuch-regretted
Naidè Ferchiou’s studies have been fundamental to our understanding of the funerary monuments
of Tunisia. In English, the intelligent narrative in Ross 2005 depends on Ferchiou, who still thinks of
booty trophies, unfortunately equating the oval shield, as do many, with Greek or Celtic thyreos
(though scholars cannot find a match for the Numidian images’ kind of central spine and boss
on an essentially plain field). Ferchiou 1991: Fig. 20 aligns the best ornamented fragments in
reconstruction: one now blank with laurel rim; Artemis bust; wild feline leaping on an animal
(possibly lion vs. bull). See 77–8 for catalogue and discussion. Figs.: 13 (photo) cuirass; 45 a–b (photo)
cuirasses; 49 (photo, drawings) blank shield; 16 (photo) and 47 (drawing) shield with attacking
feline; 14–15 (drawings) and 48 (photo) laurel-rimmed shield; 17 (drawing), 46 (photos) Artemis
shield; 21 (drawing) and 51–2 (photos) oval shield with central rib and enlarged oval boss.

29 Ferchiou 1991: 83 wonders whether these are arrows or drapery; I select weaponry in the
context.

30 Loerke 1990: 29–32 citing the Great Tomb at Lefkadia (Pollitt 1986: Fig. 20); at Samothrace, the
Hieron Hall built by Arsinoe, while wife of Lysimachos, King in Macedon and Thrace (Loerke
1990: Fig.11; Pollitt 1986: Fig. 35), and her Arsinoeion rotunda (Pollitt 1986: Fig. 34); Thasos’
Gate of the Sanctuary of Hera and Zeus (Pollitt 1986: Fig. 12).
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Gazing upon their land, drawing all eyes, our monuments functioned like
the spectacular two-story ‘loggia’ wings of Hellenistic palaces, from Macedon
and the eastern Successor realms to Hasdrubal’s Cartagena citadel of c. 220
BCE (Polybios 10.10.9, visiting in 133 BCE or else talking to those who did
know the site, on its regal splendour); high on its peak, it surely had (partially)
two-storey peristyles.31 This international elegance costumed a Numidian core
form with Punic-canon roots – wide, relatively shallow, quadratic, flat-roofed
masses with important façades. Note how Juba I’s first-century BCE architec-
ture coins, often compared to KK and Chemtou, will refract that module
(Figure 8.13): a fantastic monolith whose flat roof carries what have been called
altars but evoke much more the roof-baldachins of KK in Ferchiou’s recon-
struction, and whose porch has colossal African Atlas caryatids.32 Its pendant
type contrasts to the local building formwith something inHellenistic ‘interna-
tional style’, a recognisable basilica-style palatial front, colonnade on high
podium, over it a pedimented clerestory, so like the so-called North Oecus of
Ptolemais’ Palace of Columns (whose flat roof made walkways each side of the
hall), Delos’AntigonidHall of the Bulls and Roman basilicas. Ourmonuments’

Figure 8.13 Bronze coinage of Juba I (reign, 60–46 BCE), with a different building
each side (see main text, n. 32). The plain building with eight-columned façade is a
frequent reverse to portrait coins of Juba I, but in this rare example it is paired to a type
showing a building with roof pavilions and Atlas figures for columns (arms raised
and crossed over the head).

31 Appraising the site, Lancel 1998: 39. On grand Hellenistic houses, Winter 2006: ch. 8; nb Delos’
multi-storey mansions housed also a strong Phoenician mercantile community (note ‘ethnic’
ornament, Near Eastern style column protomes, at the House of the Trident,Webb 1996: 140–1).
Palaces: Winter 2006: 165–7 (Macedon’s Aigai/Vergina, important for Lefkadia, superposing a
storey with solid walls and false windows, and a storey with real windows, and Pergamon);
168–78 (Seleukid, refracted in (168) the Hasmonean Palace of Hyrkanos, which syncretises with
Middle Eastern palace and sanctuary features); 178 (Cyrenaic, and Ptolemaic by refraction, the
‘Palace of Columns’ at Ptolemais). I cannot credit that, by the time of Massinissa’s Kunstpolitik,
the palaces of the Numidian princes were exclusively one floor high.

32 Each building’s function is much debated (religious? palatial?): my preferences are clear!
Alexandropoulos 2000: 184–5; 401–2, no. 29, silver denarius, plain building (‘octostyle temple’)/
portrait; 402 no. 34, billon bronze, plain building /Atlantes building; Trell 1979; G.-C.
Picard 1988.
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mode of ‘heterodox’ assemblage is itself regional: compare Dougga’s tower-
tomb with its witty but also dead-serious assemblage of statuary across
the range of international mimetic styles (Pharaonic included, which incorpo-
rates as at Chemtou a legacy of Phoenician (and Punic) Egyptianising design),
and contours iconic regionally and internationally, all subordinate to a power-
fully articulated multi-stage geometry.33

The reliefs only gain full meaning, as Rakob insisted for the architecture,
in their landscape: armies in the sky, from their mountain-tops guarding
(and warning!) all who marched the roads below. Hellenistic images of
tumbled hostile weapons gloss ignominiously disordered enemy bodies.
This instead is disciplined panoply art: a dignified arrangement of our own
armament, carefully handled and stored, as in kindred Hellenistic panoply
monuments. The Numidian stelai carefully dispose panoply elements to the
same effect (Figure 8.12). For a ‘national’ address the ordinary and aristo-
cratic classes collaborate enmasse; if blazons speak to tribal or cohort badges,
conceptual mapping glossed nation-making all the more. Contrast the self-
vaunting rhetoric at the great tombs of equestrian aristocracy of c. 225 and
125 BCE: Dougga’s small round cavalry shields, (now) blank, Sabratha’s little
equestrian cohort, the egoist dynastic rhetoric of the grave goods (panoply
and a small army of lances) of the princely templon-tomb with colonnaded
crowning cella of Es Soumaa (Quinn, Chapter 7, this volume).
Armament emblems are talismanic; on a building, they grace the

construction with numinous protection, such that it becomes itself talis-
manic. Ours are, like the architecture itself, visually multilingual: mimetic
representation, simple silhouettes, or abstractions (that big ‘Greek’ eye!);
humanoid, animal, or gods’ weapons that can even instantiate Numidian
specialisations in war like archery. KK’s most elaborate shield
(oddly, worked into the Die Numider reconstruction of Chemtou,
Figures 8.4–8.5) religiously apostrophises cuirass and shield with the
impenetrable Gorgon-aegis-cape (Figure 8.7), a now-unique expansion of
real/imaged Greco-Roman Gorgon-boss shields. Signs of terror and vio-
lence are consistently linked to North African cultic and natural landscapes,
like the club of Melqart/Hercules and a pacing desert feline (Figure 8.5);34

33 See Quinn, Chapter 7 in this volume; Winter 2006: 93 and Fig. 228 (c. 150 BCE) noting Punic
and (Punic) Egyptianising motifs; 93–4 for the ‘Greco-Punic’ much-decorated tower-tomb,
Sabratha, Mausoleum B (Quinn, Chapter 7 this volume, Fig. 7.7; Winter 2006: Fig. 227), with
bilingual inscriptions about Atban, Numidian princely patron or architect with Numidian
workteams; also, 94, 298, Sicilian Akragas’ ‘Tomb of Theron’, a Greco-Punic tower-tomb, with
comparanda (R. Wilson, Chapter 4 this volume, Fig. 4.19).

34 Club transecting shield might echo Macedonian coinage (Philip V, from 188/7 BCE on,
Mørkholm 1991: 163); see below, for other Macedonian coin echoes. The pacing panther toys
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KK too preserves a savage feline with an animal victim (Figure 8.10) – if,
as likely, a lion, then the common regional badge of North Africa, the
Libyan Lion of Carthaginian and regal Numidian coinage. Gods of fire
and light matter, common theology for North Africa; besides the solar
door-ornament, a thunderbolt-like blazon makes a shield-spine, whose
terminals’ flames meld with spread, ‘orientalised’ eagle/hawk wings
(Figure 8.8b) – a daimon-weapon for a Baal- or Ammon-like god. For
triumphalist iconicity of serpents, we have blurry but real knowledge for
all northerly Africa: the lintel’s Egyptianised serpents re-materialise in the
snake writhing diagonally across a shield (Figure 8.8a), snake-necks of a
conventional aegis become entire serpents. TheMedusa suggested at least to
the educated a North African potency, for she, like the indigenous goddess
Greeks called Athena, was resident at Lake Tritonis. KK’s Artemis
(Figures 8.10–8.11) qua warrior-goddess with her quiver, however exotic
here, matches fierce protective goddesses like that African Athena and
Tanit, which even the Hellenically illiterate grasped.

There are more ways to mean, than to narrate: if Chemtou and KK had
convened gods’ statues, or if these were Greco-Roman fictional assemblages,
more art-historians might have dissected their signifying power. More
vividly than the oft-interpreted architecture, to ancient non-art historians,
the shields evoked a multi-regional, trans-historical, polyethnic domain.
In that domain, the big monuments implied that the ruling Numidians’
culture in all ways excelled in tradition and invention; we well understand of
better-documented heterogenous realms that visual multilingualism was a
tool for controlling many peoples with many pasts (e.g. fourth-century
Karia, Macedonian diaspora kingdoms, Achaemenid Anatolia and the
Middle East and Carthage’s hegemonic sphere).35

Those who helped such monuments happen for the new, second-century
realm were mixed too, as at any Hellenistic court: regional and international
advisors, masons, carvers and architects, here Libyan, Numidian and Punic,
as well as Greeks fromNorth Africa and around the westernMediterranean.
Some knew of developments in the eastern Mediterranean, especially pala-
ces, and the tombs in Anatolia and the northern Aegean, often used to
explain our markers. But to set up shield reliefs on a very big orthogonal
mass, mapping the polity as a nation-in-arms, in concord across and
between ranks, had an exact period analogue in one specific region: the

with Numidian coinage that appropriated the Carthaginian lion types (n. 27 for reference
works).

35 I tried this approach in Kuttner 2001: Attalids passim; Karia, Seleukids, Achaemenids at
137–8, 195, 186–7.
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third-/second-century, people-in-arms, shield-and-cuirass panoply monu-
ments of Antigonid Macedonian cities.36 High up on these quadratic,
building-sized piles, shield-wall façades order verist, life-scale armours.
Whatever they are for (neither inscriptions nor traces of crowning statuary
survive), they visibly celebrate the people-in-arms, a primal Macedonian
self-conception as a cohesive citizen-body of collaborating different types
(and social ranks) of cavalry and infantry, royally governed.
Sometimes, round shields of different diameter, representing cavalry

and infantry, or diverse infantry corps, were ordered like a phalanx in
staggered tiers (ranks), as at Antigonid palace-city Beroia;37 at Amphipolis,
relief shields hung in our kind of fictive gallery.38 Quite soon interpolated
body-armour made shield-and-cuirass rows, and long shields occurred, as at
Dion, the ‘national’ and regal cult centre.39 These, and (surely) other
Macedonian cities with such markers, would have been sites on any itinerary
of elite foreign agents and negotiators, political, military, mercantile.
The precedent was princely tomb architecture with an army of arma-

ments: a tier of Hephaistion’s Pyre of 324 BCE showed ‘weapons of
Macedonians and foreigners, signifying the former’s courageous deeds,
the latter’s defeats’ (Diod. Sic. 17.115.1–5); the cenotaph reliefs for
Pyrrhos of Epiros at Argos in 272 BCE included ‘everything . . . employed
in battle’ (Paus. 2.21.4). Relevant to Numidian tumuli is the colossal,
third-century tumulus near the Antigonid palace-city Pella, shields ringing

36 This selects from the enormous corpus of Macedonian shield-art, ‘own-arms’ panoplies,
city-wall talismans, etc., of the Hellenistic and Republican world. Foundational wasMarkle 1999,
investigating Beroia, addressing its expressive aims much as here, though without wondering
what assemblage as such it imitated. By 1998 Polito’s survey of arms-art could broaden Markle,
with more illustrations. He highlighted that what I call panoply art was self-fashioning for elites
and polities, in discussing the (polyethnic) Italian booty and panoply corpus of tombs (including
Lucanian fourth-century with small painted blazons), gates, temples, monuments. Well-studied
is the case for third-century Macedon and all its diaspora of fierce ‘ethnic’ self-identification by a
uniquely patterned shield, in painting, coins, statuary, architectural ornament, votives, grave
goods; see Liampi 1998; Kosmetatou and Waelkens 1997.

37 For Beroia, Markle 1999: 251–3 posited Pyrrhos of Epiros, finding no Antigonid crux but
Pyrrhos’ repulse here of Poliorketes (288 BCE). However, see Edson 1934: 227, 232–3: Beroia was
a jewel in the crown of Antigonid Macedon from 278 BCE on, when Antigonos Gonatas won
here the throne; second-century Perseus crammed his court with Beroians and was often based
here, enjoying palace and hunting-parks.

38 Markle 1999: 240. On these assemblages and their aftermath, also Philipp 2004: 140 and notes.
39 Under-published or -illustrated, though the internet hosts tourist photos. Blackman 1996: 72;

Philipp 2004: 140 citing Stephanidou-Tiberiou 1998: 94, Fig. 54. Markle 1999: 141 says
Pandermalis told him that ‘piercings’ in a cuirass indicate they are booty. If these are not for
metal attachments, or much later marks (the reliefs were disassembled and remounted centuries
later) they confirm the idea of ‘our arms’. Greeks often dedicated battered, gashed armour in
which they survived combat.
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its upper socle;40 late fourth-century elite tombs at Vergina/Aigai already
sometimes flanked their portals with a pair of stucco relief-shields, and
spectacular tombs everywhere, especially in Anatolia (Macedonian, Greek
and indigene), quickly imitated these panoply-and-shield reliefs – and so
did the monumental tower-tombs of North Africa (see above). Our cryptic
monuments also honoured the collective equally with kings; as at the Tomb
of Lyson and Kallikles (n. 23), design troped armoury and hall, contents
hung away from damp and vermin, ready for civic defence and the king’s
wars. Macedon’s monarch was supposed courageously to accompany aris-
tocratic cavalry, and answer to his entire army, on whose vote rested even
his power of military capital punishment. To rule Macedonians effectively
meant convincing them that one enacted ‘constitutional’ rule, respecting the
self-identity of towns, regional populations, clans. For Numidian dynasts
too, nation was predicated on a warrior collective; kings fought alongside
their armies, and honoured properly the leaders of clans, those below them,
multiple ‘Numidian tribes’, and a mixed urban/rural demographic heavy
with Libyans, Punes and others whom the second-century rulers had to
cajole to work in harness (Quinn, Chapter 7 in this volume). So the core
Macedonian visual metaphor was legible and, I strongly propose, attractive,
a classic instance of convergent cultures opportunistically appropriating
what seemed effective and pleasing for their own needs, to at least partly
similar formal and/or rhetorical ends.

Not only these comparisons, but that some of the Numidian blazons use
Macedonian coinage for compositionalmodels guarantees a phase of attention
to the Antigonid visual environment. I do not think (below) this necessarily
stated ‘we beat Macedon’, rather than being an opportunist response, the
transfer signing sophisticated Numidian agency in a very big world.
Historical frames start with the Third Macedonian War (172–168 BCE).
Aemilius Paullus’ campaign against King Perseus of Macedon was aided by
Massinissa’s delivery of troops, war-elephants and food.41 Paullus felled the

40 Archontikos Giannitson, 250 BCE, badly published: 158.5 m perimeter, the stone socle
4.2 m high, Markle 1999: 128. Is it Antigonos Gonatas’ monument for father Demetrios
Poliorketes? Numidian tumuli: Quinn, Chapter 7, this volume. Fentress 2006: 11 accepted
Coarelli’s invented paradigm, that of Alexander’s lost tomb in Alexandria as a tumulus like his
predecessor Argeads at Aigai. We have no testimony to this tomb’s contour. That Numidia’s
kings were Alexander-imitators, we do not know. It is as likely that the formwas suggested by, for
instance, Diadoch two-storey, templon-on-podium tombs (inflected by the Mauseoleion and
extant for Lysimachos at Belevi, cf. Webb 1996: 76–9; general survey of tomb types, Fedak 1990
and 2006).

41 Storm 2001: 307–8. That aid was 200,000 bushels of grain and pulse, 300 picked cavalry, 10
war-elephants.
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kingdom of Macedon at the Battle of Pydna in 168; a Roman protectorate
until 148, when the last claimant to the throne was defeated, Macedon was
subsequently reduced to a province. The North African invaders must have
shared in the sense of fateful achievement of Rome and its Attalid allies; by
the mid-140s Numidians could bask in the knowledge that their forces had
helped Rome repeatedly smash historic polities –Carthage,Macedon – on two
continents. For Massinissa, and his heir, the historical iteration was personal:
Massinissa helped the very Aemilius who had given Massinissa’s friend Scipio
a grandson (Scipio Aemilianus, Africanus the Younger).
Numidia’s teams innovated on Macedonian models with shield-wall as

picture-wall in an elaborate architectural setting for an allusive magnifi-
cence that the Macedonian markers, their non-Numidian offshoots, and the
Attalid booty-heap genre lacked.42 How verist are they? In Numidia’s
immediate world and time, in what ways were they typical or not of self-
construction? And did the victors against Carthage have any Punic model,
either for image-shields or armament displays? The reliefs cannot prove that
elite Numidian shields or shield-covers (for use or spectacle) always had
individuated blazons, and on this scale. Hard knowledge of Punic shields
lacks; for pictorial ones, none Numidian or Punic survive in fact nor, save on
our markers, in image. Still, tantalising for the Carthaginian world, and so
the Numidian one in its ambit, is the notice of the fantastic silver ‘Shield of
Hasdrubal’ bearing his portrait (head), that was wheeled about on his Punic
War campaigns; but it so obviously competes with famous, personalised
picture-shields for commemorative or personal use by early Hellenistic
commanders, that it cannnot prove a Punic habit of pictorialised shields.43

42 Pictures seldom blazon weaponry in the Pergamene reliefs, none Greek, none as tondo. It tempts
many to hypothesise that paint, or stucco relief, blazoned now-blank Greek relief-shields.
Suggestive are: the small lion carved on one shield at Thasos’ bouleuterion (Phillip 2004: 140,
n. 870); the documented drakon relief on a marble shield on Epaminondas’ tomb (d. 362 BCE;
Paus. 8.11.8). Blazoned Macedonian shields make so many Hellenistic coin-types as to indicate
occasional verism (not just motif for the coin), with small boss-ornaments (Gorgoneion,
kerykeion (caduceus), thunderbolt, anchor, club, etc.) sometimes, at least, reflecting
military-standard markings. The most elaborate, from Macedon, gloss, whether actually or
conceptually, votive new-made shields, with kings’ features syncretised to heroes and gods:
Antigonos Gonatas/Pan, Markle 1977: 326, Mørkholm 1991: 134 no. 430–1; Philip V/Perseus,
Mørkholm 1991: 163. (Philipp 2004: 140 articulate on the issue of iconicity for votive and use-
shields.)Why Amphipolis was source for the large, votive-style Artemis Tauropolis shield-tondo
on an issue of the Roman Protectorate, 158–148 BCE (Mørkholm 1991: 166–7) is unclear.

43 Hasdrubal’s ‘shield’, see below and n. 57. For use: shield of Epaminondas’ grieving lover; on it,
tropaion of the Battle of Leuktra where E. died (Theopompos ap. Athenaios 13.605A). For
display: chryselephantine shield with Achilles and Penthesilea, from Vergina’s ‘Tomb of Philip
II’ (Moreno 1994: 566 Fig. 698 (colour)); its wave mouldings are the only such real shield décor
known to Treister 2001: 251. Something similar may have been displayed for Alexander, actually
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My view is that Numidian military elites could have them, sometimes or
often, but that if so these imagesmay have been expressionistically enlarged in
the reliefs, fantasised, just as armours’ relative scale was toyed with. Important
to the local implication of ‘succession of empires’ is that the material celebra-
tion of warrior identity may be distinctively indigene – ‘Numidian’, Libyan,
Mauretanian – not a Punic legacy. It can be hard to say what Punic art did or
did not do, for so much is lost. But the lack of evidence to the contrary implies
that illustrating one’s persona as military in funerary and votive images and
dedicated goods was rare in the West Phoenician diaspora, by stark contrast
to neighbouring cultures such asGreek and Italo-Roman. Thus, sparse though
they are, the Numidian rider-stelai and weapons-stelai that tap into the sub-
aristocratic world, the handful of militarist tower-tombs, and their sometimes
extant military grave-goods, are collectively suggestive. While only some five
Numidian-era stelai show weapons (Figure 8.12), not ritual motifs, from the
hundreds at the El Hofra sanctuary at the Numidian royal capital Cirta, such
self-portrayals are nonexistent elsewhere in the enormous corpus of Punic
sanctuary stelai! That is, Numidian-ness manifested almost certainly in the
very choice of armament as real or depicted dedication.

Yet, that our reliefs signify at all has been questioned, by contrast to a
supposedly obvious iconicity in Greco-Roman analogues. Or, they have been
unsystematically interpreted: Polito, tagging all shields as booty, targeted a few
blazons (ignoring the rest) asmeaningful, in order to reconstruct a historically
specific message.44 Noting cleverly that KK’s designers played with emblems
of second-century Macedonian coinage, and juxtaposing compositional par-
allels with Macedonian panoply-frieze compositions, he concluded that KK
trumpeted Numidia’s part in Paullus’ conquest of Perseus of Macedon in 168
BCE. On several grounds, this is hard to credit. The weapons themselves will
not suit the booty theory: Polito ignored the long shields on the back of
Chemtou, that are not Macedonian (or anything else, above); like others til
now, he did not notice that the round shields have not a Macedonian hoplite-
shield profile but a local one (above). The assumption that the blazons legibly
proclaimed to North Africa specifically that Perseus’ realm had fallen is
problematic. Political art wants to be understood: the designers eschewed
the one thing that would have made Polito’s message clear, at almost any

(or, I think, in images): Palagia 2000: 192 on Alexander’s Achilles-Penthesilea shield on a
Caracallan gold medallion from Aboukir, and fourth-century CE contorniates.

44 Polito 1998: 85–9 at 88–9 on KK. G.-C. Picard 1973: 187–8 (updating idem 1957 passim, use
index) only hazards tentatively that syntaxe, visual grammar, enunciates something – though
certain of ‘Roman’ S. Omobono (see below). Others are briefly sure: Philipp 2004: 140 and
n. 672 takes formal blazon display seriously here as anywhere; Ferchiou 1991: 84 notes the KK
blazons enrich their monument as much as the S. Omobono reliefs did.
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distance – the standard-issue decorated Macedonian shield, its patternings
famous throughout the contemporary world (nested half-circles, with or
without the Macedonian star as boss), just as we see it in anti-Macedonian
reliefs such as Paullus’ own monument at Delphi, and among the Giants’
shields on the Attalid Great Altar. Indeed, even though the Artemis tondo at
KK does paraphrase Macedonian shield-coins (Figure 8.14), the so-legible
Macedonian ornament of the coin’s ‘rim’ is omitted! Finally, Polito connects
KK’s fictive shield-cover of a Medusa head on Athena’s aegis to her slayer
Perseus, dynastic hero-avatar for the eponymous Macedonian king and his
father. But why would a designer intent on specifically evoking (king) Perseus,
and fond of using Macedonian coins as models, not copy Philip V’s actual
Perseus shield-coin?45 And it seems illogical to celebrate North Africans’
defeat of a Perseus by recalling a Perseus who killed a North African being.
I have kept dating issues relative and not absolute until after exploring

what is being dated. Here, the deeply thought, extensive work of Ross and
Ferchiou needs address. Ross (2005: 65–7) suggested for KK commemora-
tion by Massinissa (or, less probably, Micipsa) of the Battle of Zama where
Massinissa helped Scipio definitively beat Carthage, placing the battlefield
near the monument. His site location is likely correct: that certainly would
enrich KK’s resonance. Insisting that archaeological evidence (citing
Ferchiou whose sondages recovered one fragment of pottery, identifying it
as third-/second-century Punic) permits even a quite early second-century
date, he credited it to Massinissa any time between youth and retrospective
old age, though also allowing a retrospective byMicipsa. Ross, like Ferchiou,
also places KK before Chemtou and prefers early–mid, not mid–late,
second-century dates for it.

Figure 8.14 Macedonian silver tetradrachm, Amphipolis mint (c. 158–148 BCE).
Obverse: bust of Artemis Tauropolos rt. with quiver, framed as by a traditional
Hellenistic Macedonian shield (half-circle series with stars and dots); reverse: Hercules’
club horizontally within oak-wreath.

45 The Artemis Tauropolis tondo of the Roman Protectorate, 158–148 BCE, Mørkholm 1991:
166–7; n. 34 above for other numismatic echoes.
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Several issues arise. One is that, by extension, Chemtou must then
commemorate a specific battle (these authors cast around for one), and
our monument genre arose in the wish to concoct something with a trophy-
like function. That needs reconsideration in the light of powerful evidence
that both sites accommodated ritual, which in the original period must have
been as much ideological in the dynastic sense as it will have been about god
X. (Ferchiou thought KK related to funerary ruler cult.) Did such ceremo-
nial wait on the chance of a trophy? Ought not, then, most Numidian major
sanctuaries to have had such a ‘trophy’?

Second, I am not so sure KK predates Chemtou. They remain cousins, but
different enough traits, scale and decorative choices make sequence problem-
atic to assert. Some art histories and archaeologies always make elaborated
things succeed simpler versions (i.e. the expanded panoply repertoire atKK –

a strategy that in the East, see above, fairly clearly means ‘later’); others (as in
the theory just cited) say the reverse (from elaborate to simplified) is norma-
tive, or at least not eccentric, and it is certainly possible when shifting, as our
markers do, from colossal to more limited scale. The Macedonian Artemis
coin analogy (Figure 8.14) makes 167/6 BCE a terminus post quem for KK
(Figure 8.11); since it was issued until 148, even purely formal reference to it is
perhaps not to be expected more than a few years after 148. Many decades
ago, excavation finds from Chemtou were assigned to the reign of Micipsa, a
little after the middle of the second century; certainly those ceramics have to
date to the 160s–130s BCE, but fine points of phasing need reexamination in
the light of recent Hellenistic ceramic studies.46 It would be lovely to see in
either or bothmonumentsMassinissa’s patronage, referencing his campaigns
from the Second Punic War up to the Third Macedonian War, but a
successor’s marker could be retrospective to them. So, I shall let ‘mid-second
century’ evade the issue of date.47 Rather I have written in such a way as to
help the argument survive future archaeological discovery and passing

46 The archaeology in Die Numider 1979; at KK, Ferchiou 1991.
47 In any case the evidence will not support first-century BCE dates and Roman functions

(e.g. that Caesar made KK for his 46 BCE triumph over Juba I, or entombed here Petreius and
Juba I (their suicide, above) as accepted by MacKendrick 1980: 44, and by sources cited in
D. Roller 2003: 38). Quinn, Chapter 7, this volume, introduces Coarelli and Thébert’s date very
late in the second century by reference to west Greek practice. But those comparanda do not bar
an earlier second-century date. The latter ignored Punic-Phoenician architectural civilisation
(Numidian mother-culture, spectacular visual environment still accessible); see, rather, Ferchiou
1991: 85–6 and 48, on KK’s not-Greek, Punic (and Carthaginian) ornament, structure,
construction and Winter 2006 (tower-tombs’ Greco-Punic modes). Fine details are here as at
other Punic-zone sites too closely integrated into a different (not-Greek), sophisticated
architectural canon for me to accept North African patrons waited on ‘Greece’ east or west as on
an alarm clock. Precisely because, for instance, sculptors of Chemtou’s vegetal capitals
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victories in scholarly battles about purported occasions. Above all, I do not
think it is necessary to say the décor means a specific battle, and instead
believe that these décors evade specificity in order to vaunt Numidian
perennial achievement and characterise a Numidian collective. Surely all
should admit that to be at least part of their aim.

The San Omobono Reliefs (‘Bocchus Monument’):
a second-century BCE Numidian royal monument for
the Scipiones

Beyond their internal meanings, triumphalist monuments like Chemtou
and KK would importantly also remind Romans that Numidia was a
comrade-in-arms to be cherished, as well as one not to be tampered with
without severe military consequences. We know that in 167/6 BCE
Massinissa would have liked to honour Aemilius Paullus at Rome itself,
on the Capitol. The Senate courteously declined the king’s request to visit
and sacrifice, which would have given him the chance to showcase his own
huge aid to that victory; instead they awarded him again the consular regalia
that they and Scipio had given him in his youth.48 But I will argue here
that sometime in the mid-second century the Numidian court offered to
a Roman imperator directly a durable gift, as part of the monumental
celebration of his achievements. That general’s standing allowed a monu-
ment of scale to occupy precious footage of Roman sanctuary/civic space,
and an opportunity to translate the uniquely Numidian pictorialised
armourial monument discussed above. It became a quadratic bulk of a
different kind – an enormous statuary base surround, silvery in blue-grey
limestone, by contrast to Chemtou’s gold. The design team, not identical to
either that of KK or Chemtou, though related to them, was joined now, for
instance, by carvers familiar with East Aegean sculptural styles; this team
added further panoply details, to work the Romans into the mix, and also to
make an audience at Rome see that good (not just beaten) foreigners were
included in this array, a move probably unprecedented at Rome. The
Numidian monuments seem to have dedicated the patrons’ armies to

deliberately made leafage, figuration, proportions, vary from west Greek acanthus capitals, these
little ‘sphinx trees’ cannot neatly be aligned to those foreign (Greek) sequences.

48 Aid, above n. 41. Braund 1984: 55, 32 n. 23 (with kings’ Capitoline dedications, such as M.
perhaps wished to leave), 152–3, 159 nn. 46–9; and Storm 2001: 307–8. The turn-down was
certainly not a deliberate snub: who would offend such allies? Vicious faction-war on Paullus,
well-studied, maybe hobbled the vote; and though M. would live another twenty-odd years,
senators could worry about destabilising Numidia should an already old king die en route.
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numinous powers; the Roman monument dedicated also a relationship,
between the two peoples who together broke empires East and West.

This is the way in which I would describe the so-called San Omobono
Reliefs (Figures 8.15–8.24), six blocks and fragments in Rome, and one in
Vienna, from three sides of the intermediate level of a very large quadratic
base, a panoply frieze that assembled shields and cuirasses with other
armaments, votive objects and ‘live’ Victories, and looked very like those
at Chemtou and Kbor Klib.49 The very thick, fine-grained, hard, blue-grey
limestone blocks, corners secured by bolts, had a structural function; stand-
ard head-on shots obscure that these are not conventional Greco-Roman
thin veneer slabs. It has been remarked that their inner faces need decipher-
ment – it looks as if there were some projected inner spurs, i.e. for a
strutwork under heavy crowning elements (Figure 8.17). The full base,
often estimated c. 8 m x 5 m, was once eyecatching for its polychromy,
with platform and crowning elements in light stones (perhaps marble) and,
above, bronze or (less likely) marble statuary.

Although the frieze fragments are also sometimes known as the ‘Via della
Consolazione Reliefs’, the label ‘San Omobono Reliefs’ (SO) tags the zone in
which they were excavated in 1939 at the medieval Church of San Omobono
below the SW Capitoline Hill: an important Republican sanctuary precinct,
famous for its Archaic temple remains and the twin Republican temples to

49 Those in Rome, originally in the Capitoline museums (Palazzo Conservatori), are mostly on
show currently at the Centrale Montemartini (ACEA) museum; they may move back to the
Capitoline museums, after the 2010 L’età della conquista show put them there again. Inventory
numbers are Mus. Cons(ervatori) 2750 (Fig. 8.18, centre with Victories and shield), 2752
(Figs. 8.19–8.20 right front, greave, metal body-cuirass, cavalry/Dioscur shield), 2749 (Fig. 8.22,
end, Minerva shield, cavalry cuirasses, idem on stakes with helmets propped on them), and 2749
(Fig. 8.20, horse mask, long-side corner), 3517 (Fig. 8.21, left front, cut-down fragment of
Dioscur shield), 2751 (Fig. 8.24, winged-dragon shield); Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Mus. 1576
(Fig. 8.23, upper part of cuirass at right of short extant short end, with Gorgoneion, and Victory
straps). For measurements, L’età dell conquista 2010 with massive bibliography, Fig. pl. at
203, Cat. II.19, 285–87 (Riccardo di Cesari). Also catalogued: with excavation data, Reusser 1993:
124–9; Polito 1998: 121–7; with Hölscher’s canonic reconstructed plan and elevation of 1980
(cf. Fig. 8.15), in a book used more widely, Kaiser Augustus 1988: cat. 214, 384–6 (Hölscher),
seconding his and Schäfer’s Sulla-Bocchus thesis (below). Schäfer 1989: 74–83 integrated his
1979 proposals in Die Numider (reconstr., Fig. 134, stone-plans, Figs. 132, 133) into an excellent
large Republican optic. Often only two relatively complete slabs are illustrated (central Victories,
lateral Minerva and trophies, Figs. 8.18, 8.22). For Anglophone survey, easy access: Strong 1988:
48 and n., Figs. 16–17; D. Kleiner 1992: 51–2 Figs. 34-5 (correction, six fragments not four). For a
set of DAI images online, includingHölscher’s scheme (edited here as Fig. 8.15), see Arachne, the
DAI image web-bank, s.v. Object 402592: ‘Siegesmonument vom Kapitol, sog.
Bocchusmonument’. Negatives are not always as sharp as desirable, but the three-quarters view
of the left angle of the reconstituted base arrangement is useful, negative D-DAI-ROM-99.1617
at http://arachne.uni-koeln.de/item/marbilder/4268341.
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Figure 8.15 San Omobono/Via della Consolazione Republican monument base from
Rome, reconstructive measured horizontal section demonstrating the mounting of the
relief slabs in blue-grey stone around the now-lost core, with author’s iconographic
labeling.

Figure 8.16 San Omobono/Via della Consolazione Republican monument base from
Rome, documentary and reconstructive drawing of the reliefs of the front of the base;
missing heads and limbs on the central panel are roughly indicated; damage to the right
end is not marked.

Figure 8.17 San Omobono/Via della Consolazione Republican monument base from
Rome, interior view of display of slabs.
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Mater Matuta and Fortuna on the perimeter of that very important sacro-
political piazza, the Forum Boarium. Both were areas associated with
Republican votive display (below).

The reliefs have a non-neutral label, too, however: the ‘Bocchus
Monument’. By the 1980s it was widely decided that the reliefs veneered
the base of the otherwise lost monument, somewhere in the sanctuary
compound on the Capitoline Hill, that texts attest was set up c. 91 BCE by
King Bocchus of Mauretania (and western Numidia) about himself and
Sulla; the putative locus, a Temple of Fides (below). It would now be hard to
find a single discussion of Sulla, or of any Republican and Augustan
Kunstpolitik (including my own early work) which does not exploit the
SO reliefs. I shall talk more about Bocchus’ Sullan Monument below; like a
few others I strip the SO reliefs off it. I shall put them well back into the
second century BCE, furthermore – a move which has been argued for twice
in the past but with different reasoning.50 Most new here is an attempt to
think through what it meant for Numidian-Roman cultural politics that the
relief-base at Rome looked like our mountain-markers.

Ever since it became possible to study them together, all note the homol-
ogy in regard to the armament friezes as such, typically meditated without
considering their very diverse installations. As analysed above for Chemtou
and KK, all three fictive panoply displays diverge from that ‘Hellenistic’
genre pioneered at Pergamon in the parapets of the Sanctuary of Athena
Polias in the second century BCE, the pictorially variegated ‘(booty) weap-
ons frieze’. But our three, a so-far unique artifact class, constitute a genre
too – genre meaning that composition, pictorial structure, stylistic spec-
trum, and key monument contours (big squared things) cohere. In visual
language, in artifact typology: if X looks like a quote or a paraphrase, and
can be set in a context where paradigms could be known and there were
historical circumstances tomake the speaking homology worthwhile, then it
is a quotation; if the ‘intertextual’ allusion in its new frame is also intrigu-
ingly different, it is more not less likely that homologies were deliberated.
Since ceramic chronologies make Chemtou, and therefore also KK, artifacts
datable to the mid-second century BCE or just after, the SO base ought to
date to the same period.

None, so far, however, think to date SO by means of the second-century
artifacts it most resembles. Picard firmly assigned the monument to the first

50 Hafner 1989 (arch of Africanus the Elder, which I critique at n. 54); H. Meyer 1991–2
(Attalid-Roman, for the Seleukid Wars). Clark 2007: 131–3 at 132, as reported also in the
review by Santangelo 2008, cited my thesis with permission after hearing the original conference
paper of 2006.
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century BCE, on the then seemingly impeccable grounds of that supposition
‘style’ (so slippery for a Hellenistic era addicted to formal syncretism), and
by recourse to two premises: analogies of detail that he sought only in the
easternMediterranean; and a formal assessment of SO’s ‘syntax’, sought in a
misleading, popular conception of Roman design as more rigidly symmet-
rical than Greek (G.-C. Picard 1957, see n. 44). The urge to tie the reliefs to
the Sulla-Bocchus Monument of 91 BCE reinforced such now outdated
stylistic assessments; by contrast, I analyse below how easy it is to find
Mediterranean third-/second-century generic matches for the central com-
positional motif, and for the formal treatment of its details.
Thus, the identification of the honorand, the date and the message are

more than usually entangled. Key is the central front slab, and the focal shield,
which Victories garland (Figure 8.18). The imagery and scale of the monu-
ment are so triumphalist that Romanists essentially agree a triumphator is
honoured; though his oak-crown lacks in the little set on the shield, it is not
credible such a monument went up except for a triumphing general. Scholars
also agree that the two non-triumphal crowns on the central shield denote
real honours, evoking the cursus of the man once standing above. The award
of military insignia was governed by absolute laws; their Roman visual
enumeration was not willful. Inscriptions and portrait, not the tiny relief

Figure 8.18 San Omobono/Via della Consolazione Republican monument base from
Rome, front central panel: between incense burners (thymiateria), Victories as if living
statues on bases garland with laurel a round shield. On the shield appear an eagle
clutching a lightning-bolt (Jupiter’s fulmen), with a palm over its shoulder, from which
hang two military crowns, and twin Amores upholding an inscription plaque (tabula).
Rome, Musei Capitolini, Centrale Montemartini, inv MC 2750.
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crowns, would of course have principally signified the identity of the hono-
rand. The problem is that the crowns, all we have now, maddeningly lack
visual comparanda. They are slim circlets, not made of leafage: one is a hard
ring with tiny protrusions, the other’s thin strands do seem vegetal. There
were five Republican military crowns awarded by the Senate: triumphalis, of
oak for triumphs (the one the triumphator wore was of gold); ovalis, myrtle,
for ovatio(n) – a lesser triumph; of gold were the wall-crown,muralis, for the
first to scale and cross a besieged wall; a modeled one called vallaris or
castrensis, to the first across a fort’s ditch (vallum) and in through breached
walls; and that called grass-crown, gramine and siege-crown, obsidionalis, for
saving Roman forces from imminent annihilation. The argument of Schäfer,
Hölscher, et al. is that the crowns on SO are Sulla’s crowns (grass-crown for
textured ring, triumphal oak-leaves as the hard knobbed ring), because this is
his triumphal monument and/or also somehow the monument Bocchus
made for him. As that was made in the 90s BCE before Sulla had any crowns,
it is proposed that the reliefs were later recut, or that the central slab wasmade
later and inserted into the cycle, i.e. in a reassemblage by Sulla or his son after
Marius took down (sic) that Capitoline monument, supposedly (there is in
fact no evidence this happened).51

Figure 8.19 San Omobono/Via della Consolazione Republican monument base
from Rome, front left panel: greave, with head of youthful Hercules in lionskin cap as
knee-cap cover, and, on the shin, dancing Victory carrying lance and shield; plain
body-cuirass; shield with one of the two Dioscuri (Castor or Pollux) with a lance upon a
charging horse. Rome, Musei Capitolini, Centrale Montemartini, inv. MC 2752.

51 Cf. n. 49. Those, like Reusser 1993, who balk at forcing the SO reliefs onto Bocchus’ monument
retain a reflex to give them to Sulla; I cannot agree when they tag broad Roman taste for Victories,
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The central slab was never recut: I checked. The whole shield face would
need rasping down, to raise new relief details without leaving a hollow in the
stone surrounding them. There is no trace of either. No comparanda attest
Roman commemorative relief with its historicising detailing thus reworked,
save for some Imperial-era emperor heads. There is Republican evidence
that political enemies could make one take back one’s votives, and that they
could be later reinstalled (Pliny,HN 34.93, on the fates of Lucullus’Hercules
in the Forum); but it is extremely unlikely, and undocumented, that a base
would be disassembled too, reliefs salvaged, remade. That an entire slab was
later interpolated is unparalleled, and untenable because the facture is
identical throughout the set; further, the hypothesis that this stone we
cannot now trace was stockpiled at Rome is irrational. Bocchus’ Sulla
editing his later life into a c. 91 BCE votive is a phantom.
So if not Sulla, who?When Romans wanted to show tree-leaves, they did: it

is not possible that the hard-knobbed ring is the oak-crown, contra the
‘Sullanists’. But I commit to their identification of the circlet of strands with
the crown of thin grass-blades. Parallels lack, not surprisingly – only five
Republican men received the grass-crown. The occasion had to be victory
snatched by one commander from ‘supreme desperation’ as Pliny says, in his
full list of winners, saving an army from certain annihilation; only one’s
soldiers could vote it, right there, unanimously, plucking the battlefield’s
weeds to crown their saviour.52 Only three of them were generals, whom
our monument could honour (all did triumph): Sulla (grass-crown, 80 BCE,
siege of Nola); Scipio Aemilianus Africanus (146 BCE, siege of Carthage); and
Fabius Cunctator (203 BCE – the SPQR’s special vote, upon Hannibal’s
expulsion from Italy, for saving the Urbs). Lack of their only other crown,
triumph-oak, in our pair, bars Sulla and Fabius. That leaves the triumphator
Aemilianus, whose grass-crown for the assault on Carthage in 146 was
perhaps his proudest honour – history was packed, after all, with triumphs –
and it let him match the great Fabius of the prior Punic War. Moreover
Aemilianus uniquely fits for the dyad of crowns, since for the hard object I can
only think of corona muralis – that the protrusions splaying from the hard

Dioscuri, Jupiter signs et al., as being legibly distinctively Sullan. The simplest contravention to a
wish to denote Sulla is that two sign systems lack: (a) arms clearly designating aMithridatic force
(whether for his Cilician wars in the 90s, or the triumph of 81), easy with a blazon like an
Amazon or griffin vs. Arimasp, even without special arms shapes at front; (b) lack of Sulla’s
protectors Apollo and/or Venus, at the front. The Amores, often cited for sufficiently denoting
his Venus, are tiny details – there should be a big, clear Venus image, her own shield. Minerva
gets called ‘Roma’, too: unlikely reading after seeing a front full of gods not personifications.

52 Explaining grassy siege crowns, their highest crown status, and who received them, Plin. HN
22.6–7, the source for my and others’ overview of all the military crowns; also, Gell.NA 5.6.8–10;
Festus 208L s.v. obsidionalis.
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circlet gloss a turret-circuit seen head-on. The triumphator Scipio Aemilianus
was celebrated not only for achieving the grass-crown, but for winning a
mural crown as a youth. Many won the latter, but they were normally from
the ranks. The high officer class very seldom went onto the first ladders at a
besieged wall; it endangered one’s forces if one died in that risky venture. In
winning a mural crown as a nobilis, Scipio stood out. Singly, his non-
triumphal crowns were phenomenal; as paired, unique, and celebrated so.53

The other traditional way to tie the reliefs to the Bocchus monument is
through their putative original location on the Capitol. Reusser (1993) analysed
the imprecise day-books of the rushed scavi of 1939 here and up the slopes;
cataloguing the significant remains of sculpture and architecture, he assigned
most of them to the lost Temple of Fides on the Capitolium. According to him,
our reliefs had rolled down from there to their findspot – a suggestion
previously made by Schäfer, to link the reliefs to a site known to be on the
SWCapitoline, which Bocchus could be hypothesised as using to celebrate regal
fides to Rome; Reusser seemed to clinch that, in so archaeological a treatise.

Let us look, however, at what the fragments’ state of preservation can say
about their post-installation histories. Our reliefs’ tight aggregation, and the
scars that they do and do not bear, indicate two or more Late Antique and/
or medieval phases of reprocessing for humble and/or aesthetic ends (rub-
ble, art-spolia), and of religiously motivated damage. Percussion breaks
edge intact slabs, from whatever tools took the base apart. But smaller
fragments hint someone hammered around individual pieces of armour,
as may have happened for the dragon-shield (Figure 8.24). And someone
sawed and squared some small ‘pictures’ from armour (Dioscur from shield,
Figure 8.21, Gorgoneion and Victory strap from cuirass, Figure 8.23). That
means a project of redisplay, the typical churchly or aristocratic post-
antique wall displays of ancient spolia. This spoliation ceased, leaving our
sawn fragments unused, but the remains uncovered. The squared fragments
were broken further: slabs show the marks of deliberate defacement of
‘idols’, knocking off many heads, even limbs (Victories) but with relief as
high or higher unmarred, probably battering at the sexy Victory on the
greave, and at the devilish snake (Figure 8.24).

By contrast, non-deliberate damage to delicate carved relief edges and
masses is minimal, the finish barely scratched and three big thick (nearly)
whole slabs are intact of a tightly aggregated set of remains: that does not
seem consonant with rolling far. The cycle, partly bolted together, had to be

53 On the inscription for his statue at Augustus’ Forum among the summi viri, Plin. HN 22.13,
citing Varro who saw it go up; Livy 37.2.2; Vell. Pat. 1.12.2; [Aur. Vict.] De vir. ill. 3.59.
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laboriously disassembled from its monument. (The marble elements above
and below could be burned for lime; limestone, not.) Such dilapidation as
there is could have happened in Late Antiquity or after, in one assault on the
traces of pagan worship, or simply in clearing after the bronze statuary got
pillaged making the monument worthless. So, I would contend that the SO
monument belongs in or not far from the area sacra of San Omobono, the
site of its reliefs’ post-antique adventures, on the principle that the heavy
blocks are not likely to have been dragged very far for their reprocessing.
If correct, this would suit my proposed honorand’s specific glory.

The twinned temples of Mater Matuta and Fortuna Virilis bordered the
Forum Boarium, crowded with third-/second-century triumphalist monu-
ments, an important node on the triumphal procession. This forum sacred
to Hercules, dominated by his Ara Maxima, often drew Punic War
commemoratives, not least in cult-struggle with Carthage over whom
Hercules/Melqart best liked. (The association is nice for SO’s greaves.)54

Figure 8.20 San Omobono/Via della Consolazione Republican monument base
from Rome, front left panel: greave, with head of youthful Hercules in lion-skin cap as
knee-cap cover, and, on the shin, dancing Victory carrying lance and shield; plain
body-cuirass; shield with one of the two Dioscuri (Castor or Pollux) with a lance upon a
charging horse. Rome, Musei Capitolini, Centrale Montemartini, inv. MC 2752; and the
adjoining horse-mask fragment from the end of the first side panel, inv. MC 2749.

54 See Palmer 1997: 13, 71–2, 104–12 on that cultic competition. Literature is vast on the Forum
Boarium monuments – and, patronage by the Africani. Here I can but recommend LTUR;
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Several such works honoured our sanctuary. Burnt in 213 BCE, in 212 a
Senate commission desperately had the twin temples reconstructed to win
their goddesses’ aid, in one of the worst years of Hannibal’s invasion.
Out front by 196 were Rome’s first ‘triumphal arches’, and first honorific
gilt-bronze images, Stertinius’ twin fornices for his Iberian campaign
(Livy 33.27.4). Mater Matuta’s cella by 174 BCE held Tiberius Gracchus’
battle-map of Sardinia, whose appended narrative emphasised, as SO does

Figure 8.21 San Omobono/Via della Consolazione Republican monument base from
Rome, front (right) panel fragment: shield with one of the two Dioscuri (Castor or
Pollux) upon a charging horse. Rome, Musei Capitolini, Centrale Montemartini, inv.
MC 3517.

Platner 1929 (still fundamental for sources, usefully online with sources hyperlinked, and not
improved by L. Richardson 1992); Stamper 2005 (use the index, and plans, Figs. 27, 42); Coarelli
1988. Proposing Scipionic second-century restoration of the Ara Maxima, and attention to
Hercules shrine, Coarelli, cf. LTUR III, s.v. ‘Hercules Invictus’, ‘Ara Maxima’. Hafner 1989
proposes for SO Africanus the Elder’s Capitoline arch: that is not suitable to the history of arch
décor as we know it, weird as pre-third-century CE arch polychromy, and entails that
disassembled slide from the Capitol which I contest.
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in my interpretation, good done by/to non-Roman allies, victims of Punic
aggression (Livy 41.28.10). For novel bulk, colour, visual fascination, an SO
monument of Scipio Aemilianus and Numidia for the taking of Carthage,
could certainly compete even with Stertinius’ arches, able to hold as many

Figure 8.22 San Omobono/Via della Consolazione Republican monument base from
Rome, right end, left slab: cavalry cuirass, sashed, withMedusa head on the breastplate, a
Victory on each shoulder-strap; trophy with cavalry cuirass and double-crested helmet
on tree-trunk; shield with bust of Minerva; second trophy. Rome, Musei Capitolini,
Centrale Montemartini, inv. MC 2749.

Figure 8.23 San Omobono/Via della Consolazione Republican monument base from
Rome, right end, fragment of far right end: the fragment shows the upper portion of a
cavalry cuirass with central Gorgon’s head, and shoulder strap(s) with Victory. Vienna,
Kunsthistorischesmuseum inv. 1576.
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gilt images as the 190 BCE arch the elder Africanus set alongside the
Capitoline’s slope road (seven humans, two horses; Livy 37.3.7).55

In this picture, homologies between SO, KK and Chemtou mean that
Numidia’s king (in 146 BCE Micipsa, not more than two years enthroned)
collaborated to frame, even subvent or locate a commission that he may
have initiated, with an imperator who, like Africanus the Elder, wanted to
embrace his Numidian allies. What both parties gained, at home and in the
other’s territory, need not be spelt out, whatever the shape of the collabo-
ration (the Roman, asking for something Numidian, or the Numidian

Figure 8.24 San Omobono/Via della Consolazione Republican monument base from
Rome, back face fragment: buckler-shaped shield with winged serpent/dragon. Rome,
Musei Capitolini, Centrale Montemartini, inv. MC 2751.

55 The theory it anchored a tall, tapering plinth, like the 167 BCE Monument of Aemilius Paullus
at Delphi that carried an equestrian portrait, circulates widely; see di Cesari’s critique in L’età
della conquista 2010 (above, n. 49), choosing a statue base (like me). That theory needs
comparative work on scale, and structural archaeology: why were not inner faces cleaned for
ashlar, instead of leaving the protruding spurs within? (An operation Schäfer thought was meant
to reduce weight – sloppily done, if so.) There were no other such pillar-plinth markers at Rome,
to our knowledge.
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offering it; the Numidian offering and paying for the whole thing, or instead
assisting a Roman ‘friend’ with that general’s plan to put something up). In
either reconstruction, there was, first, some kind of participation by sculp-
tors who took careful notes in Numidia, whether or not they operated from
a Numidian base normally; second, this general’s imprimatur on SO paid
tribute to monuments (Chemtou, KK, lost analogues) he could himself have
seen, giving more credit to the Hellenistic Numidian cultural achievement
than many moderns have done.
Aemilianus (Africanus the Younger) specially consorts with a monument

that might gesture to second-century Numidian commemorative, of course;
otherwise, only the elder Africanus and Paullus had such meaningful
partnerships with Numidia. The Senate, it seems, barred Numidian partic-
ipation in the direct assault on Carthage itself in the early 140s, but Numidia
had given the pretext for the Third Punic War in the first place, and
certainly aided the campaign. Scipio’s ties to Numidia were tight: via
Massinissa’s Roman friendships (amicitia) Numidia had, first, helped the
older Africanus, his adoptive grandfather defeat Carthage, and then helped
his natural father Paullus win the Macedonian Wars (above).
For SO, Numidia’s model (Figs. 8.3–8.11) was adapted with multiple foci

to align with multiple statues, for a different kind of installation than a
building frieze: the un-Greek, historicised base and podium frieze that
occurs several times in the scanty Republican corpus of stone sculpture,
and at large scales under Augustus, visual discourse complementing
inscription and statue/superstructure.56 The very act of depicted dedication
would have caught the second-century Roman eye, too, for the central
shield is (like other items) a special work of artifice like the monument it
graces, a fictional donation of panoplies to a deity. Republican imperatores
are only known to have begun dedicating precious, non-utilitarian,
purpose-made votive shields with their second-century expansion into
Greek territories, where sanctuaries were clustered thickly with such. The
only known precedent is the dedication at the Capitolium doors by its
captor Marcius of a Punic military fetish taken on campaign, a giant
(137 lb) silver shield with Hasdrubal’s image, seized in 211 BCE from his
camp.57 But now, Flamininus gave the Dioscuri at Delphi inscribed silver

56 Republican and Augustan relief bases, Kuttner 1993: 228–9 and 1995: 196 and notes,
adding the giant Augustan Actian basis at Nikopolis (Zachos 2003; Lange 2009: 106–11).

57 Livy 25.39; Plin. HN 35.314 also notes Carthaginians taking small gold shields on campaign
(Jaeger 1997: 121–4, 130–1).
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shields, after smashing Philip V of Macedon in 197;58 multiple cuirasses,
helmets, ritual vessels of costliest ‘Corinthian bronze’, were dedicated by my
SO candidate Scipio Aemilianus at Sicilian Enguinum, for his triumph of
146 (Cicero, In Verrem 4.97); in 146 also, Mummius from the sack of
Corinth hung twenty-one gold purpose-made shields around Olympia’s
Temple of Zeus (Paus. 5.10.5).59

To the second century, also, belong formal and conceptual parallels for the
central shield’s ritual of installation by Victories at a sanctuary space, set off
from the panoply series by two metallic incense burners. The only objects not
in strict front or profile, their bases in three-quarters view, convey that we look
into depth. Between, there pace forward on their own ground-lines facing
Victories, eclectic in style: bodies of Hellenistic-era stylistic proportion
(high-waisted, small breasts, long-bodied with narrow shoulders and wider
hips), generically ideal heads (as in Greek statuary and in third-/second-
century Latin terracotta temple sculpture extant) and, a fashion alreadymodish
in the third century, Archaistic touches to their rigid gait and to the folds of
their peploi, thickly double-belted under the breast to fall over trailing chi-
tons.60 Each pulls down with her outer arm the ribbon end of a thick, tubular
laurel garland just now looped across the shield’s top, whose leaves splay
realistically round the convex mount, and reaches the other (lost) arm to the
tie-point to complete the installation. So, the shield is hung on a ‘wall’, at temple
porch or interior: incense has been or shortly will be set ritually alight, and
attendants are garlanding sacred space.61 (Naturally, the long garland is always
compared iconically to a militarist celebrant’s head-wreath, the laurel corona.)

58 Plut. Flam. 12; Erskine 2001: 41–2; Sumi 2009: 170, 174–5. Note in F.’s 194 BCE triumph
new-made shields, ten silver, one gold (Livy 34.52). In 101, at Rome, Marius erected shield
simulacra, one at least with grimacing Cimbric/Gallic head (boss protome), Cic. De or. 2. 66.
Republican armament display generally: Rawson 1990.

59 Romans did not normally make weapons tropaea on battlefields as Greeks did, nor gloss
trophies for commemorative monuments until 121 BCE, in Gaul (towers by each of the two
generals of the war on the Allobroges, carrying tropaea of enemy arms: Strabo 4.1.11; epitomising
Livy, Flor. 1.37.2.6, the core text about Romans rarely making battlefield trophies).

60 ‘Stylistic’ datings to the first century BCE often call the Victories ‘Neo-Attic’, adducing
so-called decorative marble-relief consumed by first-century BCE Romans, much from eastern
workshops. But so-called Archaising, Archaistic traits are strongly Hellenistic in Greek art
itself from at least the third century. Seminal was Fullerton 1987 and 1990; for the second century
use Ridgway 2000, cases throughout. The incense burners are more second-century than
first-century; I know no determinative first-century match especially for the caps’ profile and the
acanthus type.

61 Piety in ritual structure would resonate for Numidians. Their votive corpus, like the Punic,
often on stelai combines worshipper, ritual objects and furnitures, sometimes with shrine-like
frames; the Punic model-shrines continue too (e.g. Die Numider 1979: 478–9 Pl. 50).
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The relative scale of ribbon and leafage, and the tubular garland contour,
match second-century depictions in mosaic, as at Pergamon’s palace floors
and in the vestibule of the mid-second-century BCE House of the Faun at
Pompeii, and in Greco-Roman fourth- to first-century BCE relief sculpture.
Most telling, this entire central composition links firmly to the early–middle
second century BCE, via a class, most extant at Rhodes and Kos, of round,
relief-carved funerary and votive altars with Victories and garlands.62

Sometimes, confronting pairs, as here, arranged garlands in shallow loops,
round the upper edge of the relief field, as if ritually decking temple
entablatures; their costumes can be archaistic as well. Production starts in
the third century: in a splendid example from Delphi, Nikai fuss with
garland ribbons much as at SO, leafage splaying like ours.63

Major typological indicators, then, point to a second-century BCE SO.
Historically and culturally, it is the joint activities of Numidia and Rome and
the bonds between their leaders in the PunicWars era that make the kind of
context we want; for what is so evident from the homologies between the
Numidian and Roman monuments, the transmission of deliberated design,
has to havemeant that some of the creators of the monument in Rome came
from Numidia. The Punic Wars gave the interactions that made it possible
for a large class of Roman patrons and viewers (soldiers, expatriate and
commuting merchants, settlers, administrators) to make the cognitive
match between the Numidian and Roman examples. Intensive visual and
‘technical’ exchange of the kind we have here is not usually made, in very
costly political monuments of potent signification, unless there will be
audiences from both sides of the transaction. Numidian audiences of
elites at Rome because of military alliances, though much fewer in number
than Roman audiences, help account for why it was desirable that this form
and content (and perhaps material, below) pass from Africa to Rome.
Romans with responsibility for setting up or permitting siting of the SO

62 G.-C. Picard and many after wished centralised composition specifically to be Roman, and
first-century at that. However, too much adduced as parallel is subordinate ornament to
something much bigger, and so given tastefully ordered structure like a frame-moulding;
centralised statuary groups and ornament compositions occur in Greek traditions of all periods.
Early second-century Roman heraldic imagery: the terracotta reliefs at Fregellae (House 2),
c. 200–170 BCE, about the Seleukid Wars: Coarelli 1996b; L’età della conquista 2010: 294–5 Cat.
III.1 (Annalisa Lo Monaco). Two compositions survive for a cuirass-on-stake, between
omphalos-on-tripod votives, flanked by Victories, or by males in military dress.

63 Ridgway 2000: 204; Hübner 1993: 69–70 and n. 12. For Rhodes, Fraser 1977: 27–33 and cat.
85 with Fig. 84 a–d, 85 a–c; Delphi ara, Fig. 70, at 111 n. 145; 69 n. 12, the earliest exemplar of
human figures involved with garlands, at Rhodes with third-century ceramic. Second century
onwards, Rhodian and other island workshops served in Karia, for Pergamon, west Greeks
and at Rome.
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monument had to know that Numidians at Rome, in perennial diplomatic
engagement for prospective military assistance as well as ratification of this
or that Numidian claim to the Numidian throne, would take the reference as
celebrating Numidia(ns); in turn there have to have been socio-political uses
of this monument, for the Numidian dynasts trying to impress their own,
and Romans. At the same time, no Roman shrewd enough to achieve the
extreme power within the res publica indicated by the monument would
have been so naïve as to waste the opportunity for hortatory address to his
own people, in regard to core content of the reliefs.

The significant difference is what the different audiences were supposed
to grasp about whom the panoplies belonged to: in Numidia, (polycultural)
us; in Rome, (homogenous) us and our (other-culture) friends – that is to
say, an intra-national us. All imply a third relationship, of dominance over
those others we beat – implicitly in Numidia, overtly in Rome. The
transmission-event itself was iconic of such friendship: it encoded amicitia
as mediated by art-gift, art-kinship. That acting out of political and military
alliance by states, cities and individuals exchanging monuments, designers,
designs was very characteristic of Hellenistic-era courts in the Greek world,
not least in their relations with Rome from the third century onwards; it was
coming to be true of relations between Late Republican aristocrats them-
selves. These transactions, documented by texts and by the character of
extant art and architecture, are much spoken-of regarding Rome and the
hegemonic powers of the eastMediterranean and Sicily; this essay urges that
we take seriously the possibility that SO is the fruit of just such art-
friendship between royal Numidia and (a leader of) Rome. To do that, it
is time to parse the full relief series.

The SO reliefs centre on frontally viewed panoply elements isolated in
mid-frieze, blank ground around them, a stark dignitas of horizontal and
vertical parataxis. Seriated were shields with big, figural relief blazons, each
centring a cluster of other, evenly spaced panoply elements, sometimes
but not always cuirasses. We know we have one long-side’s centrepiece
slab (Victories with shield details about the honorand, a small space of
depth and event, Figure 8.18) of a quite long frieze, with round picture-
shields, infantry metal cuirasses, pictorialised greaves, war-horse masks
(Figure 8.20); the angled return to much of a short end (cuirasses, cuirass-
trophies, Minerva shield, Figure 8.22); and unplaced is a biscuit-shaped
shield, edges convex, from the back (Figure 8.24). This last fragment has
puzzled all Greco-Romanists: on it rests all our knowledge that items in the
SO friezes referenced the strongly foreign, the exotic (to Romans). A serpent
with bird-wings and tail writhes across it, as strange to Greco-Roman
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artifacts as the shield shape itself (below); the sensuously stacked coils derive
directly, as Meyer saw, from ‘Pergamene’ snake renderings, the sensuous,
so-called baroque mode of the second-century Great Altar and related
works of the Attalid sphere. I discuss with more detail below what is evident
at first sight, the collage of mimetic style with different systems of stylisation,
and make the case for its Numidianness.
Mimesis flirted all across with witty formalism: the plausibility of hard

things flat against walls vs. the ground’s dissolving into abstract ‘air’,
and miniature/colossal mutation imputed to one object by its companion.
The first is unusual in the comparative eastern corpus for armament art:
the second, foreign there, is conveyed, less extremely, at KK and
Chemtou. The same thematic threads as in Numidia laced the series,
like the seriation of deistic emblems, and of fierce talismanic beasts
(hawk-dragon, warhorses as mask or as ridden, lion as helmet, eagle).
At SO another thread is a putative single workshop, serving two peoples,
with consistently wave-bordered shields – whose only match is at KK
(Figure 8.11), and whose only other parallel may be the subtle wave
mouldings nested within the fourth-century chryselephantine shield
from Vergina (n. 43)!
What differs is the degree of fantasy, the relation of armament as shown to

its usage by either or any people concerned. Cuirasses apart, little on the SO
monument has a direct match in Latium, Samnite central Italy or Etruria,
Magna Graecia, Sicily, or easterly ‘Greece’. Above all, no Romans used round
shields, the main motif; and the reliefs’ hoplite-shield profile does not tag
glaringly Numidia either. The serpent-buckler (Figure 8.24) is not Roman,
Greek, Celtic, German, Iranian or of any other ‘ethnic’ protagonist people in
big Hellenistic and Roman histories whose arms or images of them are
known. Whether or not Romans understood the specifics of its foreignness,
the logical hypothesis is that the shield contour, in the larger context of
Numidian resemblance, should be Numidian too. Our fragment was one of
a pair, the extant mirroring-images on the base front prove; was there more
such distinctive weaponry on the back, to give the whole honorific a foreign,
Numidian signature of dedication? The cuirasses resemble Hellenistic and
Republican plain metal (infantry) and padded linen (cavalry) elite cuirasses
(Figures 8.19 and 8.22); the plain horse-mask (Figure 8.20) aims at verism
too. But neither Roman nor Numidian armies used greaves (Figure 8.19). No
known Italic and Greek greaves actually worn in battle were this much
encrusted, though specialists know the luxuriant treatment of fourth-century
and Hellenistic-period metal armour’s figural relief, its distribution at sites in
Latium and Magna Graecia, with a taste too for sexy feminine motifs as
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here.64 This is art-armour, fiction: the knee-cover is the mask of young
Hercules, in lion-skin cap, and the entire shin-guard is taken up by whirling
Victory as if in a shield-dance, swinging a shield behind her left shoulder,
lance in lowered right hand. By contrast with the sensual hyper-realism here
and elsewhere, the big Minerva-head in a shield on the end is in very flat,
fictive relief, with stiff hard profile; that kind of eclecticism matches well the
Numidian monuments’ apposition ofmimesiswith what snobbish Hellenism
would call crude delineation.

Romans knew what they saw, and did not see: the interestingly real,
foreign and fabulous mixed, and no recognisable booty assemblage to
signify ‘X lost’. I return to the central episode (Figures 8.16 and 8.18),
about dedicating a ‘friendly’, not a booty, shield, which keyed viewers to
think the other shields bearing Roman gods, and by extension the whole
panoply, was ‘Our (Friends’)’ armour too. If the side(s’) tiny cuirasses on
trunk-shafts (Figure 8.22) are not also friendly panoplies, then they are such
abstracted, miniaturised victory emblems as to be empty of specific refer-
ence to any one Mediterranean people. The details of Roman honorific are
on this central shield, fantastically arranged. The weight of relief is centred,
on a functional shield, and so normally in images. Here, the largest ‘metal’
ornament is below – Jupiter’s eagle clutching his thunderbolt, beating its
wings, steadying a palm-frond from whose end dangle two crowns and a
sacral ribbon. Overhead tiny Amores fly in with a now-blank tabula – at
once a ‘real’ shield-relief, the tabula for a legionary designation attested for
Roman soldiers’ shield-covers and an inscription plaque one might affix to
any monument.65 Joining signs of happy festival and pleasure to signs of
war is a very Hellenistic, and Republican, binary. Jove’s eagle signals the
Capitolium, where triumphatores dedicated. But the profusely evoked
deities signified that this denoted-space is also anywhere in the sacral Urbs.

The pantheon could aid Numidian thoughts as well, of a bond by shared
cult; it is interesting tomatch the base’s icons with the Numidianmonument-
reliefs (above) that also denote sky-gods (i.e. like Jupiter) personified as
thunderbolts, Athena/Minerva and Gorgon references, and Hercules motifs.
Cavalry gods and armaments at SO would appeal too, to their speciality in

64 Good for an Italian sphere are cuirass shoulder-straps from the Siris river, probably Tarentine,
c. 390–340 BCE, British Museum, with Hercules fighting Hippolyta, and one similar from
Praeneste: Grandjouan et al. 1989: Fig. 1 at 20–1; more third-century south-central Italian votive
relief-armours with Amazons, Treister 2004: 196, 198; relief-armour, Treister 2001 (armament
parallels passim).

65 Miniaturist Amor schemes, sometimes triumphalist, already second-century Pergamene,
Hübner 1993: 68–70, 190–1; Attalid iconicity, Kuttner 2001: 161–2.
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warfare. That I can trace a match to the SO shields’ wave-border only at KK,
even if that is the first match made in scholarship to date (above), could be
dismissed. But there does seem to be special linkage in the writhing snake on
the strangely shaped buckler that none can place. With a daimon that is
neither Greek nor Italo-Roman nor Egyptian numen or motif, this has been
key to interpreting the reliefs as alien booty (snake signifying Mithridates,
etc.). Look past the Pergamene surface-style of the sensuous coils, at the
Numidianwrithing-snake blazon, which is simply in a different formalmode;
look at the particular form of wings on the winged-thunderbolt shield
(Figure 8.8b) for the curling wing-tips, which, like that stiff-profile bird-tail
(is it Egyptianising?) have no easy match in Hellenistic archaistic art.66 The
strange collage reminds of themixture of culturally diverse canons ofmimesis
and outright stylisation on the North African mountain-markers and tombs
discussed above. It is not possible for me to imagine a Greco-Roman
Hellenistic artist conceiving such a guardian serpent without direction by
someone thinking visually like a North African, and so, addingNorth African
elements to the pantheon that the representations on the relief armours
collectively present. Since the actual shield-shape has no analogue in any
other context and as SO’s only extant formal and conceptual cousin is the
Numidian monument genre, it seems a strong hypothesis that this winged-
serpent buckler is meant to be ‘Numidian’ votive armour. In this reading the
fragment strengthens the case for collaborative design between artists aware
of Numidian ideas and forms, and artists trained, as many details show,
elsewhere in the Mediterranean.
The stone passed over to those carvers was a foreign gift to Rome too,

impressive to those who saw the unwieldy raw-materials disembarked, artists
in their train. This dense, finely grained, blue-grey limestone has been key to
construing Numidianness for SO (as ‘Bocchus Monument’). It has been
contentiously linked to Thala in North Africa and, although the one scientific
assay yielded no match in documented Mediterranean quarries, the North
African littoral and hinterland from Gibraltar to Tripolitania is rich in
grey calcareous stones, some so fine-grained and partly metamorphised
that, as here, it resembles marble; too few have had their isotopic profile

66 H. Meyer sensed something was conveyed about Roman international relations, because of the
monument’s formal links especially to Pergamon, such that he selected Attalid co-sponsors
(1991–2). But much that he cited one would now call more generically ‘Hellenistic’, and/or
typical for the international workshops serving the Republic that used Attalid designers without
necessarily making borrowing iconographic. It is dubious that an aim to look ‘Pergamene’would
not inflect the entire cycle’s composition and rendering, starting with choosing to do Attalid-
style spolia heaps, of verist, practical armament.
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calibrated.67 Dark limestones were much employed in North Africa from
the fourth to the first century BCE for visible masonry, statuary and relief,
sometimes very well made, including stelai at Carthage and in Numidian
sanctuaries.68 By contrast, in the rare regions of the central and eastern
Hellenistic Mediterranean where local dark stones were used for bases and
architecture, they were not (with the exception of the boat-base of the Nike of
Samothrace) seen as worth elaborating sculpturally as such, let alone on the
scale of SO. Usage counts as well as source: if we never find the right quarry, it
is still the case that this is not Italian stone, and that such polychromy, for
statuary bases, architectural façades and commemorative relief is unparalleled
to date at Republican and early Imperial Rome. The material’s artistic exploi-
tation looked, andwas, foreign. (The construction technique, discussed above,
was not normative Greco-Roman either.) North African eyes could see what
looked just like the dark stones of their own commemorative arts, and a
compliment to their practices of polychromy in giallo antico marble as at
Chemtou. Here, as there and at KK, the monument celebrates both an out-
standing patron or honorand and a people-in-arms – horse and foot united
under gods’ protection and king or Republican constitution, a message which
is reified in walls of massed panoplies, shields and cuirasses, and amplified in
the seriated armaments’ depicted reliefs. Those reliefs aspire to perdurable
signification no matter what the future might forget, the present not grasp, of
their encoding of more specific address to contemporary historical realities.

Numidia invades Rome: the victory monument for Bocchus’
defeat of Jugurtha

The close of the 90s BCE saw the making of true fusion art, in this essay’s
terms. A highly calculated religious and political monument about Numidia
and Rome was documentably invented by a North African monarch and

67 The proposition was made by Schäfer 1979: 248–9; the thesis has tempted many, who wished to
see a Bocchus bringing native stone to Rome, and has as often been set to one side. See most
recently, L’età della conquista 2010: cat. II.19 and, deploring the lack of further assay, Polito 1998:
123, 125.

68 The range of Numidian ‘marbles’, see e.g. Röder 1988. The stelai from the Salammbo Tophet:
Fantar 1974 citing the Rider Stele (above n. 25), and a significant image of sacrifice; a shaft
showcasing a floral (rose) emblem of Tanit/Astarte, Delcor 1976, citing the rich lode of grey-stone
stelai at Numido-Punic El Hofra. Delattre 1898–9: février 1898, 10–11, Fig. 14: a finely carved stele
from the last Punic/earliest Roman levels at the so-called Ceres Temple, initially a Tanit precinct
zone, depicting an obelisk-like tophet, fruit and objects; ibid. janvier 1898, 12, Fig. 23, from the
tombof ‘. . . son ofHanno’, a spectacular stele contoured like a horned and pedimented shrine/altar,
on the shaft a voluted Ionic capital form, turned to emblem as high-relief outlines.
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a Roman aristocratic politician-commander. It aimed at altering the
perception of history by means of genre, site, content, design and the very
fact of patronal collusion, between Sulla and North African ally, in this
Mauro-Numidian art-gift at an urban peak-sanctuary.69 It is one of the
weirdest victory monuments we know for Rome and the Hellenistic world,
because it was set up fifteen years after the events portrayed: the hand-over
of Jugurtha by Bocchus of Mauretania to Sulla, as agent for Marius’ armies,
the event that effectively ended the long, bloody JugurthineWars of 112–105
BCE, originally an internecine struggle for the Numidian throne. Bocchus
made it about Sulla’s achievements at empire-building, and his own labour
for that empire, foundational to his accession, both under a divine dispen-
sation to success. The king was Mauretanian; but I am in this essay
interested to meditate how his commission spoke to the new Mauretanian
possession of enormous tracts of western Numidia, and his status as a king
of Numidians; it could not but do so, and it is not plausible that it did so only
in a threatening, rather than an also conciliatory, tone.
What we know is from Plutarch, in his Lives of Sulla and of Marius,

almost identical passages: ‘trophy-bearing Victories [Sulla 6.1: ‘some images
bearing trophies’] on the Capitol, and by their side gilded figures represent-
ing Jugurtha [of Numidia] surrendered by him [Bocchus of Mauretania] to
Sulla’ in 106 BCE, closing the Jugurthine Wars (Marius 32.2). In this
Numidian, North African invasion of Rome’s visual environment, its
most sacred spaces, Bocchus may well have sought to recall to his contem-
poraries at home that great Massinissa himself was courteously denied a
request to come to Rome to sacrifice at the Arx (and so, give a votive), to
acclaim Paullus’ 168 BCE defeat of Macedon at Pydna and his own huge
aid to that (see above). Plutarch asserts that although the monument’s
construction greatly enragedMarius (below), and brought tensions between
his party and Sulla’s to very near open violence, the outbreak of the Social
War very shortly after put a temporary stop to that competition. The Social
War started in 91: the kind of short time-span Plutarch implies cannot go
back before 92, at the most, or we would certainly hear of manoeuvres made
openly and formally by the Marians to annul the religious and political
legality of its dedication; I find it most plausible that the actual gap between
dedication and war was not more than a few months.
Historians and art-historians are keen to use the Bocchus Monument to

understand Sulla (but not Bocchus), and to exemplify Sulla’s mastery of

69 Sulla, see usefully Hinard 2008; Keaveney 2005; Gisborne 2005; C. Mackay 2000; special
emphasis on his commemoratives, Thein 2002.
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visual rhetoric. For all the expenditure of scholarly effort on the commis-
sion’s ‘propaganda’ aspects, however, there are still thoughts to add about its
materiality and visuality. Had we only the inscription but no description, as
often for Roman monuments, scholars would feel no right to assert that
Bocchus’ portrait stood in the Capitoline precincts. Instead, we can know
how North African home pride would be specially exhorted by Bocchus’
mountain-marker, because no other foreign ruler’s portrait is yet certified
for Rome’s sacred spaces until Cleopatra’s collusion with Caesar to put her
image in his Temple of Venus Genetrix. Nor could any sanely propose from
the inscription (which would not name what was pictured) a Roman
documentary figure group about contemporary historical interaction that
is not military engagement or parade. As political ceremony only, Bocchus’
statuary is a unicum in firmly known Republican commemorative, with very
few Hellenistic Greek parallels. So, we should think about a Mauretanian/
Numidian king’s name branding something of marvellous modernity.

The political context matters, for this odd monument that, uniquely in
Roman militarist commemorative, was put up years after what it depicted
and in its place and genre (monumental statuary) assorted oddly from a
non-triumphator. In 91 BCE, Marius’ erstwhile quaestor, who had since
enjoyed success as a fighting praetor in Cilicia, was jockeying with him for
leadership in the impending, enormous war with Mithridates. The shiny
re-enactment of his past dangerous exploit could advertise how Fortuna had
endowed agency on him before to save Rome, to invite that his charisma be
reenlisted. In describing the artwork Plutarch (above), and so his sources,
stressed how anxious Bocchus, for his part, was to keep on his side the
voting Roman SPQR, which held the North African regal appointments in
its gift, and hoped this votive would please. Howmany of Bocchus’ own saw
his dedication of 91 BCE did not matter as much as who saw it (his own
elites now and later present at Rome), and that many, of all social ranks
knew of it (which the court, and gossip, would ensure). It flaunted his
command of Roman dispensations in North Africa, as well as appealing
to a sense of communal, ‘national’ potency in Roman affairs. (‘National’ is
anachronistic, but I ironise deliberately: it is preferable to ‘state’, in signify-
ing a collective body-politic.) If I am correct that the wall-paintings at
Pompeii (Figures 8.1–8.2) transmit ‘The Death of Sophonisba’ from a
Scipionic triumph-painting of 201 BCE still on view, it is interesting that
Bocchus’ visual configuration also embodied tensions between affectional,
familial and political fides, a triangle of Numidian prince, Roman
commander, transacting beside a North African noble tormented by
thought of capture. Sulla and Jugurtha were roughly coeval as junior
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politician-officers, and must have had encounters, both serving the Roman
command; Sallust emphasises how Jugurtha had a particular charm for
Romans (such Numidian charms were a trope since Massinissa charmed
Scipio). So, we can say, Jugurtha violated fides at multiple levels when he
attacked his erstwhile companions and commanders. Bocchus had to
choose between Rome and a marriage (to Jugurtha’s daughter), when he
chose to ambush Jugurtha not Sulla; his and Sulla’s images self-consciously,
enduringly, reminded Rome of that difficult choice, and of Bocchus’ fides.
That Sulla claimed the real agency in beating Jugurtha was rammed home,

all recognise, by the locus that only he can have helped Bocchus obtain:
the area Capitolina (of the Temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus, Capitoline
peaks) where the new trophies challenged Marius’ older Victories and
trophies from the Cimbric Wars (adding narrative statuary was aesthetic
one-upmanship).70 But the commission also addressed extant Sullan pseudo-
triumphalist art. Some time soon after or before Sulla returned to Rome with
Marius for the latter’s Numidian triumph, he commissioned a ring-stone
with ‘the surrender of Jugurtha to him by Bocchus’.71 A strange seal: history
narrative is so very rare in extant Hellenistic and Republican intaglios,
and this visual autobiography is unique. It was as public as private, broad-
casting wax-relief impressions authenticating Sulla’s public written voice
(even, potentially, sent to North Africans).
I still accept the wide consensus among Roman historians, numismatists

and art historians that coins of Sulla’s son Faustus copy these sealings thirty-
five years later in 56 BCE (Figure 8.25; RRC 426/1); that these coins
circulated in North Africa, perhaps even from traveling mints there, merits
its own discussion of Numidian viewers. But I do recant the equally wide-
spread assumption that the coin/gem illustrates the statuary of 91 BCE.72

In the centre of the coin image sits Sulla, in magisterial toga, rigidly upright
with Roman auctoritas upon magistrate’s or commander’s sella. Two
monarchs down on one knee flank him – at his left, Jugurtha with hands
chained behind, head down; at his right, Bocchus gazing up to him, offering
an olive or laurel branch. But in 91, Bocchus was not likely to have offered,

70 Documented via Caesar’s restoration of them, Sulla having taken them down (and returned
them to Marius’ wife, Caesar’s aunt): Vell. Pat. 2.33–4, Suet. Iul. 11, Plut. Caes. 6. See Spannagel
2003. I cannot consider here whether, and how, Sulla’s and Bocchus’ monument related to the
famous ‘twin trophies’ at the margins of the battlefield of Chaironeia, 86 BCE; see the start of this
section for general Sulla bibl., and Camp et al. 1992; note that one was for (and delegated for
erection by) his foreign, Greek allies.

71 Plut. Mar. 10.5–6; also Sull. 3.4, Mor. 806c–d.
72 So all bibliography to Sulla, to the Bocchus Monument, and to SO as ‘Bocchus Monument’ – such

typically illustrate it from Schäfer 1979 to myself in 1995: Fig. 50; RRC 426/1.
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nor Sulla to have enforced, an image in public statuary of the ruler of
Mauretania and western Numidia grovelling like one beaten – as this
composition about foreigner and Roman would have seemed in the
landscape of triumphalist markers.

Self-vaunting in his own ring was one thing, the advertisement of collab-
oration with a king who differently now mattered, another; Sulla will have
treated with Bocchus for future access to auxiliaries, and (already, no doubt,
to buy votes) money and grain. I propose that, for this public image, one that
Bocchus (rather than Sulla) will have himself inscribed, Bocchus stood,
dignified, whether cowed Jugurtha was marched upright or forced to
kneel. (At the Capitol, the image of the ‘usurper’ alive mocked his horrible
death down the Capitol’s slopes, starved in the noisome Carcer after march-
ing in Marius’ triumph.) Sulla may not have wished to appear as seated
magistrate in public sculpture: such portraits were rare because of the social
bar against real officials remaining seated in the company of their standing
peers and superiors. Better, surely, for this solicitation of further military
appointment, if Sulla wore the all-purpose military costume quaestors
shared with generals. We cannot know how those tropaia looked. But
certainly in 92/91 BCE Bocchus would not let Numidian arms be depicted
in any way that too much diminished solidarity, fealty in his now partly
Numidian realm, however that was handled.

If I am correct that the second-century base was a regal-imperatorial
collusion, then Bocchus will have felt especially empowered not to make a
less proud statement about his kingship. The subject obviously admonished
Bocchus’Numidians not to rebel against proper order; but he also sought to
solicit fealty, discredit Jugurtha, to keep that in effect. In any design, it
promised that being a Good Numidian under a king loyal to his Roman ally,

Figure 8.25 Denarius of Faustus Cornelius Sulla, 56 BCE (Crawford RRC 426/1), Rome
mint. Reverse: kneeling Bocchus (r.) offers laurel to Faustus’ father Sulla enthroned on
magistrate’s seat and wearing toga, Jugurtha kneels with bound hands; inscr. FELIX
(‘fortunate’, Sulla’s chosen epithet). (Obverse, not shown: bust of Diana, lituus and
crescent moon, inscr. FAUSTUS.)
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despising Bad Numidian rebels, gave agency over the ally’s imperial fate.
As interestingly, whether Bocchus or Sulla realised it, this monument
costumed in Hellenistic visual splendour could convey that good
Numidians could sway the internal politics of that superior ally. If the
monument survived Marius, and Juba I recalled it during his own engage-
ment with Republican infighting, that might well have made him smile,
entertaining, in happier days than Caesar had painted, Roman confederates
and clients.
In so short an essay, there is much elided that could show Numidian

self-fashioning, and Roman gazes exchanged. That would of course address
Juba II of Mauretania as well: this essay opened with his father’s death in the
service of a Republic, complexly memorialised by the first Julio-Claudians.73

He consummated, as excavated Cherchel shows, that rich Numidian
dialogue with Libyo-Punic, Hellenistic and Roman complex visual culture
which the Battle of Zama enabled some 200 years before. The child matured
with, the man saw, the monuments here described. As classic Hellenistic,
and Numidian, author-king, Juba II told back to Greeks, Romans, Punes
and Numidians their own histories; this essay has succeeded if one can
better believe it was not un-Numidian that he also explained to Romans
their art and antiquities.

73 D. Roller 2003, passim, on Juba II’s formation and cultural enterprises.
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